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Surfactants are used in many industrial applications, such as flotation, flocculation, 
water treatment, enhanced oil recovery, emulsification, drug delivery, personal care, 
detergency, chemical mechanical polishing, etc.  The design, development, and 
characterization of greener surfactants in their applications are required to meet the 
increasing requirements for environmental protection and an escalating demand from the 
society for sustainable development.  
It is a challenge currently to develop structure-property-performance relationships 
for surfactant mixtures containing greener reagents to obtain maximum efficiency with 
minimum environmental damages.  Even though conventional surfactants and their 
mixtures are well studied, the fundamental studies of the structure, property and 
performance relationships for greener surfactants when used individually or in 
combination with others are just started as more and more attentions are focusing on this 
area. 
In this work, solution behaviors of surfactant systems containing several amino 
acid based greener surfactants have been systematically investigated using various 
techniques, including surface tensiometry, fluorescence spectroscopy, analytical 
ultracentrifugation, viscometry and computer simulation to obtain information of the 
structures of the aggregates formed by greener surfactants or their mixtures with 
conventional ones in solutions.  This comprehensive study helps to elucidate the 
mechanism of micellization behaviors of the greener surfactant mixtures and understand 
the roles of molecular structures and interactions in determination of system properties 
and performance. 
The colloidal and interfacial properties of a series of lipopeptides synthesized by 
chemo-enzymatic reactions were studied.  They were found very surface active, 
especially C12/oligo(L-Glu).  The effects of chain length of hydrophobic moiety, 
composition of oligopeptide as well as aqueous chemical conditions, such as pH, on the 
interfacial properties of the lipopeptides were studied.  Results showed the mechanism of 
how the interfacial and colloidal properties of amino acid based surfactants can be fine 
tuned by adjusting structures of the molecules.   
Two new surfactants, Surfactin and FA-Glu, synthesized by genetically 
engineered bacteria were also evaluated.  Both of them showed exceptional surface 
activity.  Genetic engineering also showed its advantages when it was found that 
Surfactin was limited by its solubility.  Quick modifications were made in the bacteria 
and better option FA-Glu was produced with improved structure for better solubility.  
The results provide fundamental knowledge of those greener surfactants on their 
structure-property relationships.   
A number of amino acid based greener surfactants with systematic structural 
variations, including sodium lauroyl glutamate (C12Glu), sodium lauroyl alaninate 
(C12Ala), sodium lauroyl sarcosinate (C12Sar), and sodium lauroyl glycinate (C12Gly), 
were tested as triblend mixtures with dodecyl glucoside (C12G1) and lauramidoproply 
betaine (LAPB) to evaluate their performance as a function of their molecular structures.  
The C12Gly/C13G1/LAPB system was confirmed to have very high viscosity compared 
to the other systems.  It was found the following micellar evolution processes happened 
in this system that delivered the high viscosity: small spherical micelles evolved into 
elongated rod-like micelles in the low concentration range, and networks of worm-like 
micelles formed in the high concentration range.  The unique properties achieved by this 
system were attributed to the packing of the surfactant molecules in the system.  Further 
results confirmed that C12Gly has a desired structure with a packing parameter of 0.4 
which favors formation of worm-like micelles. 
Foaming performance of the selected greener surfactant was also evaluated to 
compare with commercial benchmark system.  Even though sodium dodecyl glycinate 
itself is not a good foaming agent as the petroleum based non-green surfactant sodium 
lauryl ether sulfate, when it is mixed with the other two ingredients, significant 
improvement can be achieved for both foamability and foam stability due to strong 
synergistic interactions among them.  The mixture of sodium dodecyl glycinate, dodecyl 
glucoside and lauramidopropyl betaine actually can deliver equal viscosity, foamability 
and foam stability as the benchmark system, which makes this system a leading option 
for the future formulations in personal care industry. 
Computer simulation as a powerful tool was used to understand the mechanism 
how greener surfactant molecules interacted with each other and how they aggregated 
into micelles from molecular level.  Simulation found that when different surfactant 
molecules were mixed together, the synergistic interaction reduced the electrostatic 
repulsion between molecules, which led to reduction of the effective space occupied by 
head groups making the two head groups overlapping on each other partially.  The 
overlapping led to a close packing of molecules.  The results suggest that geometry of 
molecules and the interactions among them play equally important roles in determining 
the packing of surfactants and in turn the packing controls properties and performance of 
the whole system.  Thus a new formula for effective packing parameter of surfactant 
mixtures was proposed, in which not only the geometries of molecules but also the 
interactions among them were included to calculate the effective packing parameter for 
surfactant mixtures for better predictions of the properties and performance of surfactant 
mixture systems. 
The fundamental and systematical work accomplished through this work will 
have a profound impact on the understanding of greener surfactant mixture systems, as 
structure, property and performance relationships developed herein will in turn direct the 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 
Surfactants, or surface active reagents, are chemicals with amphiphilic molecular 
structures.  The molecules have two distinct parts in terms of the affinity to water.  The 
part favorable to water is called hydrophilic head, while the other water repelling part is 
called hydrophobic tail [1].  Because of this special structure, surfactant molecules 
accumulate at air/water interface with the hydrophilic tails oriented towards the aqueous 
solution and their hydrophobic tails oriented towards air.  The presence of surfactants at 
air/water interface reduces the surface tension of the solution.  In bulk solution, the 
hydrophobic tails tend to form colloidal-sized aggregates due to the non-affinity to water, 
which is the driving force for surfactant self-association.  These special properties make 
surfactants widely used for many applications, such as personal care, detergency, 
cosmetics, lubrication, flotation, dispersion, flocculation, drug delivery, enhanced oil 
recovery, chemical mechanical polishing, etc [2]. 
The surface activity of a surfactant is often represented by its critical micellar 
concentrations (CMC), above which it forms aggregates in solutions.  The CMC values 
are determined mainly by the molecular structure, for example the ionic surfactants 
generally have a larger CMC than the nonionic surfactants.  Because of the economical 
and synergistic effects, surfactant mixtures are more widely used than single surfactants.  
Surfactant mixtures often have better interfacial properties than single surfactants.  





The performance of surfactants is often determined by the nanostructures of the 
aggregates formed in solutions and at air/liquid or solid/liquid interfaces.  For instance, 
the viscosity of surfactant system containing long worm-like micelles could be 10,000 
times higher than that of the system containing only spherical micelles [3]; surfactant 
aggregates at solid/liquid interfaces could modify the properties of solid surfaces for 
desired applications.  Even though many techniques, such as AFM [4-6], Fluorescence, 
Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) [7-11] and Neutron Reflectivity (NR)[6, 12-14], 
Cryo-TEM, NMR and Sum Frequency Vibrational Spectroscopy (SFVS) [15-18], have 
been employed to study surfactant aggregates in the last two decades, relatively little 
quantitative information has been obtained on the nanostructure of the surfactant 
aggregates due to the difficulties in identifying micelles on a nanometer-scale.  In 
addition, the relationships between the aggregates and the molecular structures are still 
not fully understood due to lack of information on surfactant aggregates such as size and 
shape.  
In aqueous solutions of certain surfactants, the aggregates undergo one-
dimensional growth and form very long and flexible giant micelles. The giant micelles 
can entangle to form transient networks and exhibit viscoelastic behavior.  Worm-like 
micelles undergo breaking and joining, and therefore exhibit complex rheology with 
many advantages over polymer solutions.  Such surfactants are often called viscoelastic 
surfactants, which find use in many applications, such as in oil field as thickening fluids, 
in personal care as gelling agent, as well as in cleaning and fluids transportation.  
Knowledge of the dependence of the macroscopic properties on the intermolecular 




Increasing requirements for environmental protection and an escalating demand 
from the society for sustainability have made “going green” an inevitable and inescapable 
trend.  Environmental compatibility has become one of the most important features that is 
favored and will be hallmark for the next generation reagents.  The design, development 
and characterization of green surfactants can meet this demand.  Sugar based surfactants 
are a relatively new group of nonionic surfactants.  They are biodegradable, nontoxic and 
produced from renewable materials; therefore they have drawn a great deal of attention as 
a new generation of nonionic surfactant to meet the demand of environmental protection 
[19-24].  Amino acid based surfactants are another set of novel greener surfactants, which 
are usually produced from animal or agricultural origins.  Given the nature of the amino 
acid groups presented in the hydrophilic groups, they are promising alternatives for 
traditional anionic surfactants.  
Consistent with the “12 Principles of Green Chemistry” [25], we are exploring the 
next generation surface active reagents keeping the following aspects in mind: 
 Use of renewable feedstock in order to increase the Bio-Base Balance of 
the surface active agent systems. 
 Utilization of safer, less hazardous and more degradable surfactants. 
 Optimize the efficiency of novel greener surfactants systems by mixing of 
reagents from different kind of characteristics in order to reach synergism 
among them. 
In this study we investigate the colloidal properties, interfacial behavior, 
microstructure, and performance such as foaming of the next generation greener and 




property enhancement when these surfactants are used in combination with the traditional 
reagents. 
The ultimate goal of this study is to obtain fundamental understanding of the 
structures of the surfactant aggregates by means of a range of techniques.  The 
information obtained is used not only to characterize the physiochemical properties of the 
greener surfactant and their mixtures, but also to develop a quantitative model for 






Chapter 2 - Background and literature review 
Micellization of surfactants and surfactant mixtures in solution 
Surfactants have special structures.  Their molecules are composed of a polar 
hydrophilic head and a non-polar hydrophobic tail.  When surfactant molecules dissolve 
in water, the hydrophilic heads attract water molecules, while the hydrophobic tails 
incompatible with water stay out of the bulk.  They accumulate at water/air interface with 
the hydrophobic tails orientated toward air and thus reduce the surface tension of the 
solution.  When the air/water interface is saturated at certain surfactant concentration, the 
excessive hydrocarbon tails in the bulk solution aggregate together to form non-polar 
small domains.  The surfactant aggregates formed in solution are called micelles and the 
concentration at which micelles form is termed as critical micellar concentration (CMC) 
[26].  
The CMC values of surfactants can be determined at the surfactant concentrations 
corresponding to the inflexion point of the surface tension vs. concentration curves.  
Theoretically, the CMC values of surfactants are determined mainly by the chemical 
structure of the molecules.  For example, ionic surfactants usually have a higher CMC 
than the nonionic surfactants due to the electrostatic repulsion, which hinders the 
formation of micelles.  The modification of the hydrophobic tails, such as chain length, 
branching and the introduction of double bonds or ring structures, can cause significant 
changes in CMC values.  Additional components in the solution can also affect the CMC 
of surfactants.  For example, salts usually decrease the CMC of ionic surfactants by 




Surfactant molecules form micelles in solution depending on the molecular 
geometry in addition to the solution parameters, such as ion strength and temperature.  
Most single surfactants form spherical or ellipsoidal micelles.  Some surfactant micelles 
can undergo structural transition from spherical to worm-like micelles under appropriate 
conditions, such as salinity, temperature, or the addition of some organic compounds.  
When the worm-like micelles are strong enough and involve entanglements, the 
surfactant solutions exhibit polymer-like behaviors.  Mixed surfactant systems have 
advantages over single surfactants due to cooperative interactions; it is important to 
characterize the micellization of mixed surfactants.  Most surfactant mixtures exhibit 
synergism while some others show antagonism, depending on the compatibility between 
the components in solution.  Ideal mixing is found to exist only in combinations of 
similar types of surfactants [27].  
Techniques such as dynamic light scattering [28] and neutron scattering [29-32] 
have been employed to characterize the surfactant micelle systems, but they are 
inefficient to monitor micelles in terms of size and shape of micelles, especially size and 
shape evolution.  Another technique, analytical ultracentrifuge (AUC), was first 
employed by P. Somasundaran group [33] to investigate the mixed micellar systems to 
obtain quantitative data for size, shape, aggregation number and diffusion coefficient on a 
nanometer-scale.  The coexistence of spherical and ellipsoidal micelles has been 
identified in the solution of mixed dodecyl maltoside and noneyl phenol ethoxylated ester 
(NP10) system [34].  In addition, pyrene fluorescence spectroscopy and ESR[35] 
technique can help reveal information on the hydrophobicity and microviscosity of the 




surfactant molecules in micelles by monitoring the crossing-over peaks in the 2D NMR 
spectra. 
Packing of surfactant molecules in micelles 
The adsorption of surfactants at water/air interface can be obtained from the 
corresponding surface tension-concentration relationship using Gibbs equation [38]. 
 iidd   
where γ is the change in surface tension Гi is the surface excess concentration of the 
component i in the system and μ is the change in chemical potential of the component  in 
the system.  












The surfactant concentration Гi can be obtained from the slops of a plot of surface 
tension γ versus C at constant temperature.  The area per molecule at the interface in turn 
can be calculated from the surface excess.  
The area per molecule then can be used to calculate the pack parameter, which 
proposed by Israelachvili, et al [39-40] is a convenient method to correlate the molecular 
geometry with the growth of micelles, as defined blow. 
laVP 0/  
where V is the volume of surfactant molecule,  a0 is the optimal cross-section area of 





Figure 2.1 - Prediction of micellar structures by the packing parameter theory 
 
When the packing parameter is smaller than 1/3, spherical micelles are expected; 
when it is greater than 1/3 and smaller than 1/2, cylindrical micelles are predicted; when 
it is greater than 1/2, bilayer even vesicles are predicated. 
The packing parameter only deals with single surfactants. In the case of surfactant 
mixtures, the synergistic or antagonistic interactions have to be taken into account to 
calculate this parameter.  Also, packing parameter cannot account for the coexistence of 
different micelle species in mixed surfactant systems.  In addition, Nagarajan [41] has 
reported that the surfactant tail also plays a role in determining the size and shape of 
surfactant micelles, while the molecular packing parameter concept emphasizes the 
importance of surfactant head group in predicting the shape and size. 
Worm-like micelles 
In the last decades, worm-like micelles have drawn considerable interests in both 
basic research and applications.  The common systems usually contain cationic or anionic 
surfactants and organic salts.  The micellar structures in such a system are often 
determined by the surfactant concentration and the salt/surfactant ratio, as illustrated in 





Figure 2.2 - Schematic diagram of the morphological evolution of the surfactant 
aggregate.  Φ is  the volume fraction of surfactant and Cs/C is the molar ratio of salt over 
surfactant concentration [42] 
 
From the point view of packing parameter, the surfactant molecules forming 
worm-like micelles should have a low curvature [43] which promotes one-dimensional 
growth, whereas most conventional surfactants possess a small packing parameter (<0.5).  
To achieve high viscoelasticity, the packing of surfactant molecules in the micelles has to 
be modified.  For example, organic or inorganic salts are usually used to screen out the 




In the past, various viscoelastic surfactant systems including cationic, anionic, 
nonionic and their mixtures have been reported.  Organic salts are usually used in the 
cationic and anionic systems to reduce the curvature of the molecules by reducing the 
electrostatic repulsions, such as cationic Erucyl bis(hydroxyethyl)methylammonium 
chloride (EHAC) and erucyl trimethylammonium chloride (ETAC) in the presence of 
salts [44-45], cationic cetylpyridinium chloride (CPyCl) in combination with aromatic 
salt sodium salicylate (NaSal) [46], and anionic fluorocarbon surfactants[47-48].  The 
combination of two oppositely charged surfactants can generate higher viscoelasticity, 
since the association not only neutralizes the repulsion but also reduce the packing 
curvature, such as in the case of cetryl trimethylammonium tosylate (CTAT) and sodium 
dodecyl benzene sulfonate (SDBS) [49].  Unlike ionic surfactants, nonionic surfactants 
with an appropriate packing curvature can form worm-like micelle in the absence of salts.  
For instance, the polyethoxylated nonionic surfactants (CmEOn, m is the number of the 
carbon atoms in the hydrophobic chain and n stands for the ethylene oxide number in the 
hydrophilic head) have shown high viscoelasticity when n/m ratio closes to 0.5 [50].  For 
example, C8EO4 and C12EO5 show worm-like structures [65-66], only small micelles 
were found in the solution of C12EO8 in a small range of temperature [51-52].  The 
difference can be attributed to the effects of the length of the hydrophilic ethylene oxide 
chain on the molecular geometry, since the higher the n/m ratio, the smaller the packing 
parameter and thus the higher the packing curvature.  By introducing a second surfactant, 
the rheological behavior of the CmEOn type system can be modified, as shown in mixed 





It has been well established that the worm-like micelle systems exhibit shear-
thinning, which can be attributed to the balance between scission and recombination. In 
most cases, the fluids show a three-range rheology: Newtonian behavior at low shear rate, 
shear thinning above a critical shear rate and Newtonian above a second critical shear rate. 
The zero shear viscosity can be obtained by extrapolation of the viscosity curve to zero 
shear rate. The rheological behaviors are often correlated to the structure of the micelles 
in the viscoelastic systems.  To obtain such information, a range of techniques have been 
employed in the past, including Cryo-TEM[54], static and dynamic light scattering[28], 
NMR [50] and small angle neutral scattering [55-57]. 
 
Interactions between surfactants during micellization 
The regular solution theory [58] has been widely used for modeling mixed 
surfactant systems.  This theory assumes that the entropy of mixing is zero and therefore 
the excess heat of mixing dominates the mixing process.  It provides a better physical 
description for a wide range of surfactant combinations with a single interaction 
parameter, β.  This parameter, according to its definition, is a measure of the deviation of 
the behavior of the mixtures from ideality and is related to the molecular interactions of 































where X1 is the mole fraction of surfactant 1 in mixed micelles, α1 is the mole fraction of 
surfactant 1 in total concentration, C10, C20, and C12 are CMC’s for surfactant 1, 2, and 
their mixtures. 
Generally mixed nonionic/nonionic or cationic/cationic systems behave ideally 
(=0); cationic/nonionic systems have a strong interaction (-1<<-5) but weaker on 
average than that of anionic/nonionic systems (<-10).  Zhang et.al. [59] have reported 
the interactions parameters of nonionic dodecyl maltoside mixed with three different 
surfactants: Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate (-3.25<<-4.0), dodecyltrimethylammonium 
bromide (-0.43<<-1.54), and pentaethyleneglycol monodododecyl ether (0<<0.11).  
Though the interaction parameter reveals the interactions between mixed 
surfactants, it has not been related to the structures of the surfactant molecules.  
Systematical investigations are needed to create a quantitative relationship between 
interaction and molecular structures. 
 
Foaming properties of surfactant systems 
Foams are gas-liquid disperse systems, while froths are three-phase disperse 
systems where the third phase can be either a solid or another liquid.  Very often the 
ability to provide a rich copious lather is one of the first measures of performance, for 
example, of a shampoo or shower gels.  Foaming operations are also the key in many 
technologies, including mineral processing and other separation technologies, firefighting, 
liquid waste disposal, foam cleanout, foam adsorbent separation, food, personal care, 
pharmaceutical industries, and petroleum refining [60].  An important proven application 




on the other hand, plays a key role in determining the efficiency of the mineral flotation 
operations [62].  Use of surfactants in the mineral processing industry is second to 
detergency and amounts to hundreds of thousands of pounds of surfactants annually.  
Such a broad range of applications and the technological importance have attracted 
considerable attention to the foaming and defoaming phenomena.  Previous research has 
provided the basic knowledge of the physical and chemical principles underlying the 
dynamic phenomena involved [63-69].  However, most of the foaming and frothing 
agents studied this far are conventional surfactants or polymers.  Recently, as the green 
chemistry becomes the major research direction towards sustainability [70-71], more 
greener surfactants are produced, but they present unique challenges and opportunities as 
well.  
Substitution of the petroleum-based surfactants and the surfactant produced from 
non-renewable sources by the greener surfactants is expected not only to be beneficial 
from the environment sustainability perspective, but can also improve the product 
performance.  For example, the ingredients or combination of greener surfactants in the 
personal care and cleansing formulas will result in reduced skin-irritating properties.  
Another example is flotation, a technology that is used for separation of a variety of 
species ranging from molecules and ions to microorganisms and mineral fines from one 
another, for the purpose of extraction of valuable products as well as cleaning of waste 
waters.  A synergistic effect among greener surfactants is expected to improve efficiency 
of the process and hence reduce water and energy consumption. 
Though the number of studies addressing technological performance of greener 




are practically nonexistent.  The majority of recent studies focus on one category of 
surfactants, alkyl polyglucoside (APG), especially in the formulation of detergents and 
shampoos, which are mixtures of APG with conventional surfactants [76].  Yet, no study 
has been performed on the foaming properties of the important family of amino acid 
surfactants, especially their mixtures with other greener surfactants, such as sugar based 
surfactants.  Therefore, it is crucial to identify greener alternatives to replace traditional 
ones if they provide high surface activity at low mass and are stable and ubiquitous in the 
natural environment. 
Foams are thermodynamically unstable and undergo self-destructive processes 
due to liquid drainage, Ostwald ripening and bubble coalescence [77-78]. For this reason, 
both physicochemical and structural properties [79] are of utmost importance when 
examining foams. 
Foaming behaviors are usually characterized by foamability and foam stability.  
Foamability usually means the ability of a surfactant solution to produce foam and can be 
evaluated as the foam volume formed in a certain period of time or as the time required to 
obtain a certain volume of foam.  The foamability of a surfactant solution depends on the 
rate at which surfactants adsorb and on the total amount of surfactant adsorbed at the 
water–air interface.  Foam stability is on the other hand determined by the change in 
foam volume as a function of time.  Three types of self-destructive processes dominate, 
namely foam drainage, Ostwald ripening and bubble coalescence.  These processes take 
place simultaneously and thus are quite difficult to examine separately.  Foam drainage is 
the flow of liquid through the continuous phase channels which separate the bubbles and 




dispersed phase from smaller to larger bubbles and can be altered by adjusting the 
polydispersity of the gas bubbles or by varying the gas permeability through the 
surfactant layer.  Coalescence is due to the rupture of thin liquid films that separate 
adjacent cells.  Foams stabilized by protein–surfactant mixtures [80-83], polymer–
surfactant mixtures [84-85], alcohol–surfactant mixtures [86-88], solid particles [89-93] 
and liquid crystals [94-96] have been investigated.  
Numerous studies have been published regarding micellar and surface properties 
of surfactant mixtures due to potential synergism.  However, little work has been 
performed on foams stabilized by surfactant mixtures which may also show synergistic 
effects.  The relationship between synergism in foam height and synergism in surfactant 
adsorption was examined for some anionic/zwitterionic and anionic/non-ionic mixtures 
[97].  However no relationship between foam stability and equilibrium surface adsorption 
properties has been found mainly due to the complexity of foams systems. 
Many aspects of foam systems are not completely clear.  There is no theory that 
can offer a thorough quantitative explanation of the behavior of foams.  The 
contemporary level of knowledge only allows some qualitative and sometimes semi-
quantitative interpretation [98].  Such interpretation came from different perspectives 
[60], such as adsorption of surfactant at liquid/air interface and the formation of double 
layer, surface rheology, or types of liquid films, especially Newton black films.  Yet 





Presently there is no standard definition for “Green Surfactants” that is generally 
acceptable to either academic researchers or industrial practitioners. In this research, the 
scope of “Greener Surfactants” includes two major classes of materials: 
(1) Chemically Synthesized Surfactants from Renewable Sources 
These surfactants are chemically synthesized based on renewable raw materials 
from non-petroleum natural sources, such as plants and animal fats.  Surfactants having a 
significant molecular moiety based on renewable raw materials (i.e., high percentage of 
Bio-base Balance) are also considered greener as they require less petroleum sources for 
the production. 
(2)Bio-surfactants 
Bio-surfactants are a structurally diverse group of surface active molecules 
synthesized by microorganisms, i.e., bacteria, yeast and fungi.  They exist in either the 
cell membrane or extra-cellular region. In recent years much attention has been directed 
towards bio-surfactants due to their broad range of functional properties and the diverse 
synthetic capabilities of microbes. Structural analysis of bios-surfactants has also given 
insight to possibilities for their chemical synthesis. Bio-surfactants are likely to gain wide 
market acceptance because they are readily biodegradable and are often significantly less 
toxic than their chemically synthesized counterparts.  The correlation between toxicity 
and origin of a material is sometimes surprising. Even though a surfactant maybe 
produced by an organism, it may not necessarily be considered green.  Very minor 
structural modifications such as those due to metabolism could result in very high 




predictable rules relating molecular structure to toxicity.  The complexity of toxicological 
properties of natural and man-made agents is only beginning to be understood. Biological 
toxicity may also result from physicochemical effects. For example, the colloidal 
properties of surfactant aggregates can determine solubilization of oleophilic compounds.  
Important effects of bio-surfactants include increase in surface area available for 
reactions, bioavailability of hydrophobic water-insoluble substrates, heavy metal binding, 
bacterial pathogenesis, and biofilm formation.  Some bio-surfactants have also proven to 





Table2.1 - Reported environmental benign surfactants in the literature [99] 
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Although surfactant systems have been studied intensively during the last few 
decades, very little work has been conducted for the greener surfactant systems.  Also the 
unusual micellar structures, other than the conventional spherical micelles, such as worm-
like and their effects on the macroscopic properties have not been understood completely.  
In addition, most of the studies for surfactant systems have focused on only parts of the 
aspects, for instance, either only solution properties or only adsorption behavior.  The 
literature review shows that nanostructures of surfactant aggregates play an important 
role in determining their behavior in surfactant systems such as foaming properties.  
More importantly, the surfactants studied in the past are usually petroleum-based; 
however, going green has become an inevitable trend due to the increase demand of 
environmental protection. The development of next generation surfactant requires a 
systematical understanding of new surfactants that are environmentally friendly.  
To maximize the performance of surfactant systems, it is critical to obtain 
information on the nanostructures with in-situ studies. A combination of experimental 
data and theoretical analysis is needed to understand the mechanisms by which greener 
surfactants behave and to develop structure/property/performance relationships for those 
novel surfactants. 
In this research, we are trying to conduct a systematical investigation of greener 
surfactant systems, containing sugar based and amino acid based greener surfactants, to 
elucidate the mechanism and derive the structure-property-performance relationships for 
practical applications.  The study focuses on the characterization of the micellar 




conditions including concentration, pH, ionic strength, the presence of other surfactants 
are identified.  A range of techniques, including unique analytical ultracentrifugation, are 
employed to obtain in situ information on the nanostructures and the resultant effects on 
their behaviors.  Simulation and modeling studies are also applied to predict the packing 
of greener surfactants.  We are making efforts to explain the mechanism of potential 
synergistic interactions among those greener surfactants and to develop structure-
property-performance relationship as well. 




Chapter 3 - Materials and Methods 
The aim of this research is to conduct systematical investigations of various greener 
surfactant mixture systems to derive the structure, property and performance relationships.  
A number of amino acid based greener surfactants with systematic structure variations are 
selected as the major compounds.  In addition, the novel techniques are employed to 
reveal new information on the surfactant aggregates.   
Materials 
Lauramidoproply betaine (LAPB) with ultra low (less than 0.5%) NaCl level was 




Figure 3.1 – Molecular structure of lauramidopropyl betaine (LAPB) 
 
n-Dodecyl-β-D-Glucoside (C12G1) with purity of 99.5% was purchased from 





Figure 3.2 – Molecular structure of dodecyl glucoside (C12G1) 
 
A number of amino acid based greener surfactants, including sodium lauroyl 
glutamate (C12Glu), sodium lauroyl alaninate (C12Ala), and sodium lauroyl glycinate 
(C12Gly), were purchased from Ajinomoto North America, Inc. with the highest 
available purity (99%) and were used as received. 
 
  
Figure 3.3 – Molecular structure of sodium lauroyl glycinate (C12Gly) 
 
 





Figure 3.5 – Molecular structure of sodium lauroyl glutamate (C12Glu) 
 
Sodium lauroyl sarcosinate (C12Sar) was purchased from MP Biomedicals in the 
highest purity(99%) and used as received. 
 
 
Figure 3.6 – Molecular structure of sodium lauroyl sarcosinate (C12Sar) 
 
Other Reagents: HCl and NaOH, used for pH adjustments, were of A.C.S. grade 
certified (purity > 99.9%), from Fisher Scientific Co.  NaCl from Fisher Scientific Co. 
was used to adjust the ionic strength.  Ultra-pure water used in all the experiments was 
purified by a Barnstead Nanopure Diamond system.  The electrical resistivity of water 
was higher than 18.5, and it was also confirmed the absence of organics using surface 





Methods and techniques 
Kinematic viscosity 
Cannon-Fenske routine glass viscometers were used to measure the kinematic 
viscosity of surfactant solutions.  The viscometers were calibrated by the manufacture.  
Prior to each set of experiments, the viscometers were washed with chromic acid and 
then flushed with ultra-pure water to remove possible traces of organic residue.  
Approximately 10mL of surfactant solution was used in each experiment.  After charging 
the viscometer with the test solutions, at least 30 minutes were allowed for the samples to 
reach the temperature equilibrium in water bath.  The time required for a sample to flow 
between two marked positions under gravity was measured.  The kinematic viscosity was 
then calculated by multiplying the time and viscometer constant. 
Density measurement  
The partial specific volume of surfactant micelles, necessary for the analysis of 
analytical ultracentrifuge data, was obtained by correlating the density values to the 
solution concentrations.  The density of the solutions was measured using an Anton Paar 
DMA 5000 density meter.  The accuracies of the density and temperature values were   
g/cm3 and  , respectively.  The density of a fresh ultra-pure water sample was measured 
to be   g/cm3 at   to confirm the accuracy.  Acetone was used to rinse the sample chamber 
between measurements and the chamber was dried thoroughly by pumping filtered air 






The surface tensions of each surfactant and their mixture were measured with the 
Wilhelmy plate technique using a sandblasted platinum plate as the sensor.  For each 
measurement, the sensor was in contact with the surfactant solution for 30 minutes to 
allow equilibration. 
Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) Experiments 
Sedimentation velocity tests were performed using a Beckman Coulter Optima 
XL-I analytical ultracentrifuge, which was equipped with an interference optical system.  
The optical system provided concentration profiles by measuring the refractive index 
difference between the sample cell and the reference cell at each radial position as 
indicated by the vertical displacement of a set of evenly spaced horizontal fringes.  One 
12 mm two-channel aluminum cell with sapphire windows was counterbalanced in an 
An-60 Ti rotor for the experiments.  The rotor speed was set at 60,000 rpm and the 
temperature was maintained at  .  The tests started after the vacuum reached below 5   
(0.65 Pa).  Software SEDFIT developed by Dr Peter Schuck [101] was used for the 





Figure 3.7- Schematic illustration of analytical ultracentrifuge [100] 
Fluorescence 
For fluorescence measurements in solutions, the surfactant samples were mixed 
with desired amounts of pyrene, to make the final pyrene concentration about 1.0M.  
Surfactant solutions containing pyrene molecules were shaken overnight at room 
temperature before taking fluorescence spectra.  Steady-state emission spectra were 
obtained using a Horiba Jobin Yvon Fluorolog FL-1039 spectrophotometer.  During 
measurement, a portion of the surfactant solution sample containing pyrene was 
transferred into a quartz cell, and then was excited at 335 nm.  The emission spectrum 
between 360 nm and 500 nm was recorded.  In this range, five clear peaks or bands from 
the pyrene emission spectrum, labeled from I1 to I5, were evident.  The intensity ratio of 




in which the pyrene resides.  In polar solvents such as water the value of this ration is 
between o.50 to 0.60, but in nonpolar solvents and hydrocarbons it varies from 1.0 to 1.7.  
This sensitivity of the pyrene emission spectrum was used to probe the micropolarity of 
surfactant aggregates in solution.   
Rheological Measurement 
Rheology measurements were carried out on a TA instruments AR1000 rheometer 
with a cone-plate system under controlled temperature.  The diameter of the acrylic cone 
was 60 mm and the angle was 2 degree.  The clearance was set to 52 microns as inscribed 
on the stem of the geometry.  Samples were equilibrated at 25oC for 30 min prior to 
measurement.  The solvent trap provided with the instrument was used to prevent water 
evaporation.  Dynamic frequency sweep were conducted in the linear viscoelastic regime 
of the samples, which were determined by dynamic strain sweep measurements. 
The results obtained from various methods were use to get information on the 
micellar structures of the mixed aggregates in the systems studied and to further develop 




Chapter 4 – Colloidal and interfacial properties of novel greener 
surfactants 
Due to the increasing demand for environmentally benign reagents, greener 
surfactants are recently receiving increasing attention.  The unique surface active 
properties and biodegradability make this group of reagents ideal as the next generation 
reagents.  As one of the major groups of greener surfactants, amino acid based surfactants 
have potentials for a broad range of applications in many industries.  For example in 
personal care industry these surfactant will be potentially useful because they interact 
favorably with skin and hair, are hypoallergenic, do not cause eye irritation, and are 
readily biodegradable.  One of the synthesis routes to produce amino acid based 
surfactants is by utilization of microorganisms, and the produced surfactants are usually 
called biosurfactants, which hold many important effects, including increase in surface 
area available for reactions, bioavailability of hydrophobic water-insoluble substrates, 
heavy metal binding, bacterial pathogenesis, and biofilm formation.  Some biosurfactants 
are effective at extremes of temperature, pH and salinity.   
In this work, some amino acid based surfactants synthesized from different routes 
are investigated for their colloidal and interfacial properties, such as surface tension 
reduction, micellization.  Synergism between greener surfactants with other surfactants is 
also investigated.  This study will provide fundament knowledge of those novel greener 
surfactants and their synergism with other reagents which can provide huge number of 





Lipopeptides synthesized via chemo-enzymatic routes 
A novel method via chemo-enzymatic routes is used to prepare environmental 
benign surfactant lipopeptides whose interfacial properties in relationship with their 
structures are studied.  The synthesis route takes advantages of the fast, cost-effective and 
simple enzymatic catalyzed method to produce the oligopeptide moieties, after which 
oligopeptide-based lipopeptides are prepared via conjugating proteases catalyzed peptide 
products with fatty acids.  Synthesized lipopeptides include hydrophobic moieties with 
chain length ranging from 8 to 18, coupled to oligo(L-Glu) or oligo(L-Glu-co-L-Leu).  
The colloidal and interfacial properties of the lipopeptides are investigated.  The effects 
of chain length of hydrophobic moiety, composition of oligopeptide as well as aqueous 
chemistry, such as pH, on the interfacial properties of the lipopeptides are also studied.  
Results show that these lipopeptides to be very surface active, especially C12/oligo(L-
Glu) which lowers water surface tension from 72 mN/m to 31 mN/m and a CMC of ca. 
22 mM.  Comparison among C8/oligo(L-Glu), C10/oligo(L-Glu), C12/oligo(L-Glu), 
C14/oligo(L-Glu), and C18/oligo(L-Glu) shows that the chain length plays an important 
role in modulating lipopeptide interfacial and colloidal properties.  Incorporation of 
hydrophobic amino acid Leucine within the oligo(L-Glu) segment further modifies 
hydrophilicity of the head group, and thus the interfacial properties of the whole 
molecules.  Aqueous chemistry, such as pH, affects the ionization level of the hydrophilic 
moiety, which modulates the interactions between head groups, and thus the packing of 
the surfactant molecules at interface and in bulk.  Results from these studies shed some 
light on the working window of the surfactants in actual applications and possible means 




described in this chapter is also shown to be a promising tool for creating hybrid 
derivatives of these strongly surface active natural products. 
The oligopeptide headgroup contains either a homo or co-oligopeptide, and the 
hydrophobic tail is composed of a fatty acid with varying chain length. The synthesis is 
achieved by papain-catalyzed homo- or co-oligomerization of amino acid ethyl ester 
monomer(s) followed by covalent attachment of fatty acid (Figure 4.1).  All the 
lipopeptides studied in this part of research are synthesized by Prof. Richard Gross’s 
group at he Polytechnic Institute of New York University. 
 
Figure 4.1 - chemo-enzymatic routes to lipopeptides [102] 
 
Table 4.1 lists the lipopeptide products that have been synthesized for the 
determination of surface activities and characterization of self-assembled systems 
formed.  The first five products listed in Table 4.1 are the lipopeptides consisting of 
oligo(L-Glu) conjugated to fatty acids with different chain length.  The last three product 
entries are the lipopeptides consisting of lauric acid conjugated to co-oligopeptides with 


































calculated by the ninhydrin method, a photometric technique developed to quantify free 
amino groups that reside on oligopeptide chains, which are not converted into 
corresponding lipopeptides.  Results listed in Table 4.1 show that the conjugation 
efficiencies are generally higher than 95% with the exception of the N-stearyl-oligo(L-
Glu) for which 91% of N-terminal amino groups are linked to stearic acid (C18).  The 
major reason is that long chain fatty acid cannot be dissolved properly the solvent at 
room temperature.   
Table 4.1 – Synthesized lipopeptides 
Product  Lipid Oligopeptide 
Efficiency 
(%) 
1 octanoic acid (C8) oligo(Glu)7.9 96±2 
2 decanoic acid (C10) oligo(Glu)7.9 97±1 
3 lauric acid (C12) oligo(Glu)7.9 95±2 
4 myristic acid (C14) oligo(Glu)7.9 96±2 
5 stearic acid (C18) oligo(Glu)7.9 91±1 
6 lauric acid (C12) oligo(Glu-co-12 mol% Leu)7.5 96±2 
7 lauric acid (C12) oligo(Glu-co-21 mol% Leu)7.1 95±2 
8 lauric acid (C12) oligo(Glu-co-33 mol% Leu)7.4 96±1 
 
Effects of the chain length on the surface activity of lipopeptides 
The equilibrium surface tension profiles of a series of N-acyl-oligo(L-Glu) 
lipopeptides where the N-acyl groups consist of fatty acids with chain lengths varying 




technique.  Results of these measurements are shown in Figure 4.2.  Onset of the plateau 
range for surface tension/concentration curves identifies critical micelle concentration 
(CMC) values.  Within the range of concentrations studied, micelle formation is not 
observed for C8/oligo(L-Glu).  This is due to the relative short hydrophobic moiety along 
with the large polar head group.  For C10, the plateau range onset is clearly seen.  With 
increased fatty acid chain length, there is a corresponding increase in lateral attraction 
between lipopeptide molecules resulting in decreased CMC values.  C12/oligo(L-Glu) 
shows the highest surface activity, which  reduces water/air interfacial tension down to ca. 
31mNm-1 when concentration is above its CMC.  The limited solubility at 25oC of 




























Figure 4.2 - Surface activity profiles of N-acyl-oligo(l-Glu) where N-acyl groups consist 





The CMC and equilibrium surface tension results are summarized in Table 4.2.  
Interestingly, when the hydrophobic chain length increases, minimum surface tension 
values increase while the CMC decreases, which suggests looser packing of long 
lipopetides at the interface. 
 
Table 4.2 - Critical micellar concentration (CMC) and surface activity of N-acyl-oligo(L-
Glu) where the N-acyl groups consist of fatty acids with chain lengths from C8 to C18. 
Lipopeptide CMC (mM) Lowest surface tension (mNm-1) 
C8/oligo(L-Glu) N/A N/A 
C10/oligo(L-Glu)) 63.7 33.1 
C12/oligo(L-Glu) 22.3 31.1 
C14/oligo(L-Glu) 9.9 37.7 
C16/oligo(L-Glu) 4.0 45.2 
C18/oligo(L-Glu) 1.9 52.6 
 
The CMC of a homologous series of surfactants is normally expressed as a 
function of the carbon chain length (straight-chain) in the following form: 
log(CMC) = A – B·nc 
where A and B are constants specific to the homologous series and nc is the number of 


















Figure 4.3 - Relationship between chain length and CMC of N-acyl-oligo(L-Glu) 
 
The constants for the series of lipopetides are calculated as A=3.66, B=0.19 from 
Figure 4.3 by the linear relationship between log(CMC) and nc.  B value is an indication 
of the free energy necessary to transfer a –CH2– group from vacuum into a micelle.  B 
value obtained from this family of lipopetides is smaller than those of typical ionic 
surfactants [103], reflecting the fact that head groups of the lipopetides have very strong 
affinity to water, which diminishes the repulsion between carbon chain and water 
molecules. 
 
Effects of the oliogopeptide moiety on the surface activity of lipopeptides 
Surface active properties of lipopeptides, whose hydrophobic chains are kept 




To manipulate the polarity of the oligopeptide hydrophilic group, the strategy employed 
herein is to incorporate varies levels of the hydrophobic amino acid L-leucine within the 
oligo(L-Glu) segment.  N-lauryl-oligo(L-Glu-co-L-Leu) co-oligomers with 12, 21 and 33 
mol% L-Leu units (products 6, 7 and 8) are summarized in Table 4.3.  The results 
obtained for surface activity as a function of lipopeptide concentration are shown in 
Figure 4.4.  Data from N-lauryl-oligo(L-Glu) are also included in the diagram as a control.  
Comparison of N-lauryl-oligo(L-Glu), N-lauryl-oligo(L-Glu-co-12mol%L-Leu), N-lauryl-
oligo(L-Glu-co-21mol%L-Leu) and N-lauryl-oligo(L-Glu-co-33mol%L-Leu) (products 3, 
6, 7 and 8, respectively) shows that, as Leucine is hydrophobic in nature, the introduction 
of it into head group reduces the hydrophilicity of the moiety and hence increases surface 
activity of the whole molecule as a result. 
























 C12/oligo(Glu-co-12 mol% Leu)
 C12/oligo(Glu-co-21 mol% Leu)
 C12/oligo(Glu-co-33 mol% Leu)
 







Table 4.3 – CMC values of N- lauryl-oligo(L-Glu-co-L-Leu) with different levels of 
hydrophobic amino acid L-leucine incorporated within the head groups 
Lipopeptide CMC (mM) 
C12/oligo(L-Glu) 22.3 
C12/oligo(L-Glu-co-12 mol%-L-Leu) 7.2 
C12/oligo(L-Glu-co-21 mol%-L-Leu) 6.2 
C12/oligo(L-Glu-co-33 mol%-L-Leu) 2.3 
 
C12/oligo(L-Glu) reaches its CMC at 22.3mM, C12/oligo(L-Glu-co-12 mol%-L-
Leu) at 7.2mM, C12/oligo(L-Glu-co-21 mol%-L-Leu) at 6.2mM, and C12/oligo(L-Glu-
co-33 mol%-L-Leu) at 2.3mM.  The appearance of Leucine groups in the head group 
decreases the hydrophilicity of the head group, causing a significant increase in surface 
activity.  And an empirical linear relationship (Figure 4.5) is observed among the CMC’s 
of the series as a function of the percentage of Leucine incorporated in the head groups: 


















Percentage of Leucine in hydrophilic moiety (%)
 
Figure 4.5 – Effects of the oliogopeptide moiety composition on the CMC of lipopeptide 
 
Micellar size distribution, and its evolution 
Figure 4.6 displays results obtained for the aggregate size distribution of N-lauryl-
oligo(l-Glu) at 0.55M (25oC, pH 6.5) using analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC).  The 
sedimentation coefficient determined here is an indicator of the aggregate size 
distribution.  Results indicate that the lipopeptide molecules aggregate as small micelles.  
Further calculations based on the sedimentation coefficient data [104] show the 





Figure 4.6.  Aggregate Size Distribution of N-lauryl-oligo(L-Glu) at 0.55M, 25 oC 
and pH 6.5, determined by analytical ultracentrifugation 
 
Micellar size of N-lauryl-oligo(l-Glu) is also evaluated as a function of solution pH 
(Figure 4.7), which is important for applications of these amino acid based surfactants.  
Indeed, solution pH significantly affects micellization of N-lauryl-oligo(l-Glu).  This is 
attributed to the ionization of hydrophilic head groups under different pH conditions.  
Aggregates are not observed at pH 3 due to their low solubility under acidic conditions.  
When pH is gradually increased to 6.5, ionization of peptide head groups enhances 
solubility of the amphiphiles, and micelles form when the concentration reaches CMC.  
When the pH value is increased to 9, more carboxyl groups in the peptide portion are 




which leads to simultaneous increase in the effective volume of head groups.  Based on 
packing parameter theory: 
 
P = v/a0lc 
 
where v is the volume occupied by the tail group, a0 is the section area of head group, and 
lc is the length of the hydrocarbon tail: when the effective volume increases, a0 increases, 
which leads to higher micelle curvature and a decrease in the number of molecules in a 
micelle.  This result provides a working window for practical purposes and possible 
manipulation methods for application purposes, such as personal care formulations.  
 
 
Figure 4.7.  Aggregate Size of N-lauryl-oligo(L-Glu) as a Function of pH 






Micellar size of different lipopeptides from dynamic light scattering studies 
To obtain dimensional information of lipopeptide micelles, dynamic light 
scattering is used.  Micellar size distribution profiles of different lipopeptides are 
displayed in Figure 4.8, and the mean micelle sizes are listed in Table 4.4.  For 
C8/oligo(L-Glu), no peak is observed in the measurement range, indicating no micelles in 
the bulk solution, which agrees with the results from surface tension reduction and CMC 
analysis.  Interestingly, for lipopeptides C12/oligo(L-Glu), C18/oligo(L-Glu), and 
C12/oligo(L-Glu-co-21 mol%-L-Leu), two peaks are observed in the tested range.  The 
first peak, observed between 5 and 15 nm, is believed to be due to spherical micelles, 
while the second peak, between 75 and 400 nm, indicates formation of complex 
structures, e.g. multilayer vesicles, due to possible interactions between functional groups 
in the hydrophilic moiety.  The co-existence of complex structure along with spherical 
micelles is not observed by analytical ultracentrifugation measurements probably because 




















Table 4.4 – Mean micellar size of different lipopeptides by dynamic light scattering 
 
 
Synergism between lipopeptide and sugar based surfactant 
Surfactants are usually used as mixtures for better performance.  Therefore we 
explore mixtures of lipopeptide with other greener surfactants; specifically we use 
C14/oligo(L-Glu) and another sugar based greener surfactant n-Dodecyl-β-D-maltoside 
(C12G2) in seeking for potential synergist interactions between them. 
Figure 4.9 shows the surface tension vs concentration relationships of mixtures of 
C14/oligo(L-Glu) and C12G2 at different mixing ratios, specifically, 0.2%, 2.1%, and 
16.2% (molar percentage) of C12G2 in the mixtures.  Results from pure C14/oligo(L-Glu) 
and C12G2 are also plotted for comparison.  C14/oligo(L-Glu) reaches CMC at 
concentration of 9.9 mM and reduces the interfacial tension from 72.8 mN/m to 37.7 
mN/m.  And C12G2 reaches CMC at concentration of 0.19 mM and reduces the 
interfacial tension from 72.8 mN/m to 35.2 mN/m.  When mixed together, synergism is 
observed.  Only with 0.2% of C12G2 introduced into C14/oligo(L-Glu), noticeable 
differences in surface tension already can be observed.  When 16.2% of C12G2 is 
introduced into the mixture, significant synergism was achieved.  As shown in Figure 4.9, 
Lipopeptide D1 (nm) D2 (nm) 
C8/oligo(L-Glu) 0 0 
C12/oligo(L-Glu) 2 17 
C18/oligo(L-Glu) 10 400 
C12/oligo(L-Glu-co-21 





in order to achieve the same amount of surface tension reduction only 0.6 mM (total 
surfactant concentration) of the mixture is needed, while for C14/oligo(L-Glu) alone 
around 10 mM is required.  The 16.2% mixture is at least 15 times more efficient than 
C14/oligo(L-Glu), which means that due to the synergism between the two components, 
less dosage will be required to achieve the same effectiveness or performance.   
 
Figure 4.9 - Strong synergism between dodecyl maltoside and C14/oligo(L-Glu) 
 
Biosurfactants synthesized by genetically modified bacteria 
The focus of this part of study is to evaluate a few biosurfactants that can be 
suitable for environmental remediation, such as crude oil spill cleaning.  The evaluation 
of greener surfactants is critical for their applications in environmental crises, such as the 
selection and application of greener reagents for crude oil remediation in the Gulf of 




biodegradable so that they can be used for oil dispersion on sea surface as well as subsea 
conditions.  
Certain microorganisms produce surfactants naturally.  Therefore microbial 
production of surfactants by fermentation is attractive because it provides the opportunity 
to manufacture surfactants from renewable feedstocks, such as carbohydrates derived 
from cellulosic materials.  Carbohydrates derived from cellulosic materials which is not 
processed to generate food, is generally considered preferred raw materials for bio-
production of chemicals and fuels.  In this study, the surfactant, Surfactin and FA-Glu, 
are produced by fermentation of soybean hulls, an abundant agricultural waste material as 
the carbon source in fermentation.  The surfactant producing strain used in this study is a 
genetically engineered gram-positive soil bacterium derived from Bacillus subtilis subsp. 
subtilis 168 [105].  The genetic modification of the bacteria and the synthesis of the 
biosurfactants used in this part of study are accomplished by our collaborators at Modular 
Genetics, Inc. 
The surface activity and micellization behaviors of the above two biosurfactants, 
FA-Glu (Fatty acid-Glutamate) and Surfactin are studied.  FA-Glu and Surfactin are 
amino acid based surfactants with one and seven amino acid groups in the head groups, 






Figure 4.10 – Molecular structure of Surfactin 
 
 
Figure 4.11 – Molecular structure of FA-Glu (Fatty acid-Glutamate) 
 
Surfactin is a lipopeptide composed of a peptide loop of seven amino acids 

































13 to 15 carbons long (Figure 4.10).  The fatty acid is attached by an amide bond to the 
first amino acid (glutamate) of the amino acid loop.  The last amino acid of the loop 
(leucine) is attached to the beta carbon of the fatty acid by a lactone bond. 
 
 
Figure 4.12 - Surface tension measurement of Surfactin 
 
Surface tension measure measurements (Figure 4.12) show that Surfactin is very 
surface active.  It has a very low CMC value of ca. 0.01mM, and reaches lowest surface 
tension of 27.0 mN/m.  It means that Surfactin starts forming micelles at very low 
surfactant concentration therefore the same effects such as surface tension reduction, 
emulsification, and wetting can be achieved with small dosages.  The surface tension 




commonly used commercial surfactants such as SDS which can reduce water surface 
tension to 35 mN/m.   
Even though Surfactin shows such a powerful surface activity, its applications can 
be limited because of low solubility.  The reason for Surfactin solution not be able to 
reach high concentration is because of the presence of hydrophobic amino acid groups 
(one valine and four leucines) in the peptide ring.  Thus the bacteria were further 
engineered to produce simpler structure than Surfactin, especially to reduce the size of 
the head groups and remove hydrophobic amino acids in the head group for improved 
solubility. 
FA-Glu is successfully produced by the further engineered strain for our study.  
The structure of FA-Glu is shown in Figure 4.11.  The acyl amino acid is composed of a 
beta-hydroxyl fatty acid linked to a glutamate.  Because of the steric constraints, it is 
impossible for the glutatmate residue to link to the beta position of the fatty acid via a 
lactone bond.  So FA-Glu does not have a ring structure. 
The surface activity of FA-Glu is also exceptional compared with Surfactin or 
some of the commercially used surfactant such as SDS.  Figure 4.13 shows the surface 
tension vs concentration diagram for FA-Glu.  The CMC determined from the diagram is 
0.26 mM and the lowest surface tension it can reach is about 27 mN/m.  Thus FA-Glu is 
also effective in terms of its surface active performance at low dosages.  Because of the 
presence of the hydroxyl group on the beta carbon atom of the fatty acid, FA-Glu has 
better solubility than Surfactin, making FA-Glu a better choice over Surfactin for the 







Figure 4.13 - Surface tension measurement of FA-Glu 
 
To further demonstrate effectiveness of FA-Glu as a potentially excellent 
biosurfactant, we compared it with an existing amino acid based surfactant sodium 
myristoyl glutamate in terms of their surface activities given the similarity of their 
structures. 
 
Table 4.5 – Solubility comparison between sodium myristoyl glutamate and FA-Glu 
Name Saturation concentration (mM) 






The water solubility of these two surfactants is compared by TOC method and the 
results are compared in Table 4.5.  FA-Glu is found to be more water soluble than sodium 
myristoyl glutamate.  FA-Glu is soluble to a concentration of 312 mM while myristoyl 
glutamate is solube to a concentration of 89 mM.  The enhanced solubility of FA-Glu is 
again attributed to the presence of the hydroxyl group on the beta carbon atom of the fatty 
acid.  Sodium myristoyl glutamate does not have this group in its structure. 
FA-Glu also shows more surface active than sodium myristoyl glutamate in the 
surface tension measurements (Figure 4.14).  The measurements were conducted at pH10 
in order for sodium myristoyl glutamate to achieve high enough concentration to reach 
CMC. 
It is clearly can be seen that FA-Glu has higher surface activity as reflected by its 
lower CMC, which is 1.3 mM for FA-Glu vs. 14.1 mM for sodium myristoyl glutamate 
(Figure 4.14).  A relative lower CMC value indicates that FA-Glu is more effective and 
less FA-Glu should be required in applications to achieve particular desired surface 
tension reduction.  In addition, lower CMC is also correlated with an increased 






Figure 4.14 - FA-Glu shows better and higher surface activity due to the presence of the 
hydroxyl group  (FA-Glu - filled circle and myristoyl glutamate - empty diamond) 
 
Summary 
In this part of study several amino acid based surfactants have been characterized.  
Those surfactants were synthesized through different methods.  One method utilized the 
catalytic properties of enzymes.  And the other used the modern technology in genetic 
engineering.   
The route which uses chemo-enzymatic reactions to prepare environmental 
benign surfactant lipopeptides takes advantages of the fast, cost-effective and simple 
enzymatic catalyzed properties to produce the oligopeptide moieties.  The colloidal and 
interfacial properties of the lipopeptides synthesized thereafter were characterized in the 
first section of the chapter.  The surface tension reduction and critical micelle studies 




has appropriate chain length.  The effects of chain length of hydrophobic moiety, 
composition of oligopeptide as well as aqueous chemistry, such as pH, on the interfacial 
properties of the lipopeptides were also studied.  Results from these studies shed some 
light on the working window of the surfactants in practical applications and possible 
means to manipulate their performance for different purposes.  The chemo-enzymatic 
strategy described here is shown to be a promising tool for creating hybrid derivatives of 
these strongly surface active natural products. 
Another method uses genetic engineered bacteria to produce amino acid based 
surfactants from agricultural wastes by fermentation process.  We evaluated two 
surfactants, Surfactin and FA-Glu, generated by this method.  Both of them showed 
exceptional surface activity.  Genetic engineering also showed its advantages when it was 
found that Surfactin was limited by its solubility.  Quick modifications were made in the 
bacteria and better option FA-Glu was produced with improved structure for better 
solubility.  Given the fact that there are 20 standard amino acids and over 300 naturally 
occurring amino acids or amino acid-like molecules, the method can potentially generate 
more than 300 distinct amino acid based surfactants. 
More importantly, what made it more promising was the synergistic interaction 
observed between greener surfactants in this study, which indicate the direction for future 
applications of these novel greener surfactants in formulations for low chemical footprint.  




Chapter 5 – Micellar evolution of greener surfactants mixtures and 
their rheological properties 
In this chapter we describe the studies of the micellar structures of greener 
surfactants in solutions as a function of their molecular structure in order to develop 
structure, property and performance relationships.  In particular, the work aims to 
investigate the micellization processes of selected relatively benign surface active 
compounds along with other traditional surfactants in solution, and to study the role of 
molecular structures in determining relevant interfacial and colloidal phenomena, such as 
aggregation and viscosity.  The major challenges are probing in-situ nanostructures of the 
aggregates and examining interactions in the structures upon changes in solution 
conditions, such as ionic strength, or chemical composition of the system.  Equally 
challenging is the important task of establishing relationships for the aggregation 
processes - involving cooperative and competitive interactions - in terms of molecular 
parameters (chain length, branching, charge, geometry of the head groups) of the system 
components. 
Specifically, the research focuses on developing fundamental information on 
solution and interfacial properties of greener surfactants in aqueous solutions, especially 
with the presence of conventional surfactants.  Micellization processes are examined.  
Factors that affect the behaviors of surfactants such as packing parameters and interaction 
parameters with conventional surfactants are also studied and microstructures formed in 




Commercial liquid detergents or shampoos usually require relatively high 
viscosity to maintain desired pourability.  There are many ways to achieve this property, 
for example, by increasing the surfactant concentration to form liquid crystal or adding 
polymer thickeners.  In this study we utilize the synergistic interactions between greener 
surfactants themselves to boost system viscosity for cost advantages.  By selection of 
appropriate greener surfactant systems and solution conditions, worm-like micelles can 
be formed during micellization process, which can be used to deliver desired high 
viscosity.  Molecular geometry and hence the packing parameters of the surfactants are 
the most critical parameters in determining which kind of micelles, spherical worm-like 
or laminar ones will be formed.   
Kinematic Viscosity and hypothesis 
A number of amino acid based greener surfactants, including sodium lauroyl 
glutamate (C12Glu), sodium lauroyl alaninate (C12Ala), sodium lauroyl sarcosinate 
(C12Sar) and sodium lauroyl glycinate (C12Gly), have been introduced into the mixtures 
with n-dodecyl-β-D-glucoside (C12G1) and lauramidopropyl betaine (LAPB) to evaluate 
the micellar properties and solution viscosity profiles at different salinities.  These 
surfactants are systematically selected with different structural variation, specifically with 
different length and position of side chains.  C12Glu has a long side chain on the alpha 
carbon atom.  C12Sar and C12Ala only have a short chain of CH3- group on the nitrogen 
atom and the alpha carbon atom, respectively.   C12Gly does not have any side chain.  
These surfactants are introduced into mixtures with another two ingredients, C12G1 and 
LAPB.  For all these mixtures the molar ratios are set to 4:1:3 among amino acid based 




solubility studies (data do not show here).  The pH values of those mixtures are all set to 
7.5 for practical reasons, as neutral pH is usually preferred for personal care and home 
care products. 
Drastic differences in kinematic viscosity profiles (Figure 5.1) are observed when 
the level of sodium chloride (NaCl) addition for each of the combinations is adjusted.  
For C12Glu/C12G1/LAPB system, the viscosity is very low and cannot be enhanced by 
NaCl addition.  With no NaCl addition, the viscosity is about 2-3 cSt, when the level is 
increased to 2%, the viscosity does not build up at all, and it maintains the same value 
even when 4% of NaCl is added.  C12Sar/C12G1/LAPB and C12Ala/C12G1/LAPB 
systems are more sensitive to NaCl addition, and those two systems behave similarly 
when responding to the salinity adjustment because C12Sar and C12Ala share very 
similar molecular structures.  Without NaCl, their viscosity is about 2-3 cSt, the same 
value to that of C12Glu system.  When NaCl is added, viscosity built up quickly, 
reaching 6-8 cSt at 2%, and eventually viscosity reaches ca. 38 cSt for C12Sar system 
and ca. 45 cSt for C12Ala system, respectively.  Sodium chloride modifies the viscosity 
of C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB system significantly.  The enhancement indicates that the salt 
favors the micellar growth in this system.  When no NaCl was added, the viscosity is 
around 12 cSt, 4 to 5 times higher than the other three systems.  When NaCl level is 
increased to 2%, viscosity builds up exponentially, at least 40 times higher than the other 
three.  When 4% NaCl is added, the viscosity increases to ca. 5500 cSt, two magnitudes 
higher than the other three, and the system becomes viscous gel like solution.  It is 




different micellar structures formed in different systems, which is determined by the 
molecular structure and packing of the surfactant molecules in the micelles. 
Figure 5.1 - Mixtures of C12G1, LAPB and different amino acid based greener 
surfactants show different kinematic viscosity profiles at different salinities. 
 
Based on the kinematic viscosity results, it is hypothesize that different molecular 
structures of the selected amino acid based surfactants control the formation of different 
micelles in size and shape because of the different packing those surfactant molecules 
possess.  Specifically, it is speculate that the micellar evolution in C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB 
system is very different from that of the other tested systems.  With no NaCl addition, 
micelles in the C12Gly system are spheres, and then the micelles become elongated when 
NaCl level is increased to 2% and eventually worm-like micelle networks form when 
NaCl level is reached to 4% (Figure 5.2).  The network structures are the reason for the 




micelles exist across the tested range, even when 4% NaCl is added.  For the system with 
C12Sar and C12Ala, micelles are spheres when no NaCl is added, while at high salinity 
(4% NaCl) they evolve into elongated rod-like micelles and hence enhance viscosity 
about 20 times, but these is no networks formation in these two systems. 
 
Figure 5.2 - Micellar evolution from spherical to rod-like to worm-like micelles in 
C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB system 
 
Centrifugation and rheological methods are used to confirm if the hypothesis is 
valid.  For C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB system, we are able to track the micellar size and shape 
change from small spheres to larger and elongated rod-like micelles in low concentration 
range.  At high concentration and salinity condition, we are able to detect unique 
rheological properties that are characteristics of network structure of worm-like micelles. 
Theory about sedimentation 
When a solute particle is suspended in a solvent and subjected to a centrifugal 







Figure 5.3 - Force balance of a sedimenting particle in a centrifugal field 
 
First, there is a sedimenting or gravitational force, , proportional to the mass of 
the particle and the acceleration.  In a rotating rotor, the acceleration is determined by the 
distance of the particle from the axis of rotation, , and the square of the angular velocity, 
 (in radians per second). 
 (1) 
where  is the mass in grams of a single particle,  is the molar weight of the solute in 
g/mol and  is Avogadro’s number. 
Second, there is a buoyant force, , that is equal to the weight of fluid displaced 
 (2) 





where  is the volume in mL that each gram of the solute occupies in solution (the partial 
specific volume; the inverse of its effective density) and  is the density of the solvent 
(g/mL).  If the density of the particle is greater than that of the solvent, the particle will 
begin to sediment.  As the particle begins to move along a radial path toward the bottom 
of the cell, its velocity, , will increase because of the increasing radial distance.  Since 
particles moving through a viscous fluid experience a frictional drag that is proportional 
to the velocity, the particle will experience a frictional force  
 (4) 
where  is the frictional coefficient, which depends on the shape and size of the particle.  
Bulky or elongated particles experience more frictional drag than compact and smooth 
spherical ones.  The negative signs in Equation (2) and (4) indicate that these two forces 
act in the opposite direction to sedimentation.  







Collecting the terms that relate to the particle on one side, and those terms that relate to 





The term , the velocity of the particle per unit acceleration, is called the 
sedimentation coefficient (the sedimentation coefficient has dimensions of seconds), and 
can be seen to depend on the properties of the particle.  In particular, it is proportional to 
the buoyant effective molar weight of the particle (the molar weight corrected for the 
effects of buoyancy) and it is inversely proportional to the frictional coefficient.  It is 
independent of the operating conditions.  Particles with different weight, or different 
shapes and sizes, will move with different velocities in a given centrifugal field; i.e., they 
will have different sedimentation coefficients. 
Introduction of Analytical ultracentrifugation 
Analytical ultracentrifugation (AUC) is a powerful, rigorous, and versatile 
technique based on the sedimentation phenomenon for the study of particles or 
aggregates in solution ranging from sub-nanometers to micrometers in size.  It allows 
characterization of their size and/or size distribution, hydrodynamic shape, density, and 
salvation properties, and, in some cases, composition and attractive or repulsive 
interactions.  The technique is widely used for the characterization of macromolecules in 
protein biochemistry, molecular biology, as well as polymer chemistry to determine their 
molecular weight and the hydrodynamic/thermodynamic properties.   
There are two major categories of experiments that can be conducted with an 
AUC: sedimentation velocity tests (the movement of the sedimentation boundary is 




distribution due to the equilibrium between sedimentation and diffusion in the sample 
column is recorded).   
Sedimentation velocity method is an important tool in the characterization of 
macromolecules and nanoparticles in solutions.  One of the unique properties of 
sedimentation velocity tests is that the measurement takes place with particles free in 
solution, and that the size distribution is a faithful representation of their population.  And 
also since particles with different weight, shapes and sizes have different sedimentation 
coefficients, the velocity test has the potential to characterize micelles of surfactants and 
their mixtures simultaneously due to the capability to separate and monitor different 
micelles at the same time.   
In a sedimentation velocity experiment, an initially uniform solution is placed in a 
cell and a sufficiently high angular velocity is used to cause relatively rapid 
sedimentation of solute towards the cell bottom.  This produces a depletion of solute near 
the meniscus and the formation of a sharp boundary between the depleted region and the 
uniform concentration of sedimenting solute particles.  The evolution of solute 
concentration gradient profiles following the applied centrifugal force in the cell is 





Figure 5.4 - Illustration of AUC structure with rotor and light path 
 
As shown in Figure 5.4, the light path is arranged parallel to the axis of rotation, 
where the light passes through transparent windows in the ultracentrifuge’s sample cells, 
traversing the solution columns, and is detected with sensors.  The whole detecting 
mechanism is triggered and synchronized with the revolution of the rotor.  By this way 
the rate of movement of the boundary is measured.  This leads to the determination of the 
sedimentation coefficient , which depends directly on the mass of the particles and 
inversely on the frictional coefficient , which is related to the hydrodynamic shape of 
the particles.  The shape of the sedimentation boundary will experience broadening with 
time due to solute diffusion, which can be used to determine the translational diffusion 
coefficient , in which information about size, shape and interactions can also be 
extracted.  Velocity test makes both the hydrodynamic frictional coefficient and the 
molar mass experimentally accessible quantities.  The coupled sedimentation and 





This partial differential equation describes the migration and diffusion of a dilute 
solution of monodispersed particles with concentration  in a sector-shaped cell 
under the influence of the centrifugal filed generated at a rotor angular velocity .   and 
 are the sedimentation and diffusion coefficient of the particles, respectively.   
The diffusion coefficient is defined as 
 (10) 
where  is Avogadro’s number,  the frictional coefficient,  the gas constant and  the 
absolute temperature.   
 and  are both strongly dependent on the molecular mass, and are related by the 
Svedberg equation 
      (11) 
where buoyant molar mass, , is the mass of the particle minus the mass of the 
displaced solvent. 
The frictional coefficient  increases with shape of particles departure from 
spherical.  For ellipsoids of revolution,  increases with the axial ratio, with more for 
prolate (elongated) ellipsoids than for oblate (flattened) ellipsoids [107].  It has been 
conventional to compare the measured frictional coefficient, , with , calculated from 
an equivalent smooth sphere with the same molecular weight and specific volume.  The 
frictional ratio, , is a measure of the degree of asymmetry of the particles from 




The hypothetical minimum radius of the spherical particle that takes up the same 
volume is defined as 
 (12) 
where  is Avogadro’s number. 
Based on the Stokes-Einstein relationship, the calculated frication coefficient, , 
for this volume equivalent sphere is defined as 
      (13) 
where  is the viscosity of the solvent. 
With the shape information of the particles expressed through the frictional ratio 
, the diffusion coefficient of the particles can be defined as 
     (14) 
Then plug in the Svedberg equation, we have 
 (15) 
with  denoting the dependence of the diffusion coefficient on the sedimentation 
coefficient and frictional ratio,  is the Boltzmann constant,  is the absolute temperature, 
 is the partial specific volume of solute,  is the solvent viscosity, and  is the solvent 
density. 
The experimentally observed sedimentation profile of a continuous size 





where  denotes the total signal as a function of distance from the center of rotation  
and time ,  denotes the solution of the Lamm equation, and   is 
the loading signal of species with  values between  and  and with  values 
between  and  .   
The  curves are modeled with the Lamm equation, which describes the 
sedimentation and diffusion fluxes at all times across the whole solution column.  The 
comparison of experimental data with the best-fit profiles of the form in Lamm equation 
gives the desired information about the particles in the sedimentation velocity 
experiments. 
Partial Specific Volume 
Since this study is focused on the sedimentation of surfactant aggregates, the 
partial specific volume of the surfactant micelles, defined as the volume of unit weight of 
the micelles, is a quantity essential for acquiring further information such as the 
sedimentation coefficient and the micelle mass, as the quantity directly measured in a 
sedimentation experiment is the buoyant mass, .  The partial specific volume  
can be obtained empirically from the density gradient using the following equation [108]. 
     (17) 
where  is the surfactant volumetric concentration in g/mL,  and  are the densities of 
the solution and the solvent, respectively. 
Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 show the density profiles as functions of the volumetric 
concentration of C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB solutions with and without NaCl addition.  The 




methods (Equation 17).  The partial specific volumes generated for two conditions are 
0.903 mL/g and 0.896 mL/g, respectively.  Due to the high ionic strength in the second 
case, the electrostatic repulsion among head groups is screened out, so that the molecules 
can pack more tightly, leading to a smaller partial specific volume for the latter one.  
These values are then used in the following sedimentation analysis. 
 
 








Figure 5.6 - Density vs concentration relationship of C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB system (with 1% 
NaCl) 
 
Micellar size and shape evolution of greener surfactant system in the low 
concentration range 
Sedimentation boundary movement in AUC is used to characterize and calculate 
micellar movement and micellar shape and size.  The sedimentation boundary is 
visualized by the sigmoid shape of the fringes from the optical system.  The boundary 
movement of C12Gly system at low concentration (total surfactant concentration of 9.4 
mM) sans NaCl (Figure 5.7) and the one at higher concentration (total surfactant 
concentration of 47.2 mM) with 1% NaCl addition (Figure 5.8) reveal different micellar 
properties at the different conditions.   In the AUC experiments, fringe patterns are 




with only selected fringes.  The time intervals between adjacent lines in these diagrams 
are 30 minutes and only ten lines from time zero to 300 min are drawn here to show the 
trends.  Clear difference can be seen from the diagrams.  The boundary in Figure 5.7 
moves slowly and becomes broadened quickly, suggesting small and light micelles that 
move slowly and are easily disturbed by diffusion process.  For Figure 5.8 the boundary 
moves faster and the broadening happens later compared to that in Figure 5.7, suggesting 
bigger and heavier micelles in the latter case. 
 








Figure 5.8 - Sedimentation boundary movement of C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB at 47.2mM 
with 1% NaCl 
 
Sedimentation velocity analysis reveals that C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB system 
undergoes a unique evolution process (Figure 5.9a and 5.9b) as the concentration and 
salinity increase.  Figure 5.9a and 5.9b are plots of distribution density against size and 
shape in 3D diagrams.  The z-axes are the distribution density.  The x-axes are the size of 
micelles indicated by sedimentation coefficient s.  And the y-axes are the shape of 
micelles indicated by the frictional ratio .  As explained in the previous section, for 
spheres  = 1.0 and the value increases as the shape becomes ellipsoidal.  Figure 4.9a 
shows the micellar size and shape of C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB system at total surfactant 
concentration of 9.7 mM sans NaCl.  There is only one peak that can be seen in the 
diagram, suggesting that there is only one micellar species existing in the system at this 




indicating those micelles are small spheres.  Figure 5.9b shows the micellar size and 
shape of C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB system at total surfactant concentration of 47.2 mM with 
1% NaCl addition.  It clearly can be seen that two different peaks in the diagram, 
indicating two different micellar species existing in the system at this condition.  For the 
first peak, the sedimentation coefficient S=1.20 svedbergs and frictional ration  = 
2.13.  Compared with the results from Figure 5.9a, the size of micelles increases from 
0.99svedbergs to 1.20svedbergs, which is more than 20% bigger, and the shape of the 
micelles is not spherical any more as the frictional ration  increases from 1.0 to 2.13.  
They become ellipsoids.  The second peak in the diagram indicates another micellar 
species, which are even lager and longer than the first one.  The size of these micelles 
increases to ca. 1.42svedbergs and  increases to around 3.84, suggesting that these 
micelles are elongated rod-like micelles.  So the sedimentation velocity analysis confirms 
that the first part of our hypothesis is valid, which is that as the concentration and salinity 
increase the micelles in C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB system grow from spheres into elongated 







Figure 5.9 – Micellar evolution of C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB system revealed by 
sedimentation velocity analysis.  Total surfactant concentration of (a)9.7mM sans NaCl 



















Rheological properties of worm-like micellar system formed by greener 
surfactant 
The green surfactant systems are further examined in steady shear and dynamic 
rheological measurements in order to collect their rheological information to derive 
micellar structures beneath the macroscopic properties.  When the surfactant 
concentration and the salinity increase to higher levels than the ones used in AUC 
studies, the number and size of micelles increase dramatically.  Micelles start to entangle 
with each other.  Under this kind of condition, AUC is no longer capable of micellar size 
and shape analysis.  Thus we turn to rheological method as another resort to derive 
structural information of micelles, especially giant micelles such as worm-like micelles, 
because the rheological behaviors are always the result of the micellar shape, the micellar 
concentration, and in turn, the formed networks and their dynamics. 
Steady shear rate rheology 
When a stress is applied to any material, it will deform.  There are two modes of 
deformation.  When the energy is stored, the deformation is recovered upon removal of 
the stress; this is elastic deformation.  If, on the other hand, the energy is dissipated as 
heat, the deformation is viscous. 
Dilute solutions of surfactants usually are viscous and behave as Newtonian 
liquids, as in this case the micelles are spheres.  Solutions of rod-like micelles at low 
concentrations also behave like Newtonian liquids with the viscosity only slightly 
increased.  At high concentrations, the surfactant solutions display shear thinning and 




Steady shear rate measurements reveal the rheological differences among the 
selected greener surfactant systems (Figure 5.10).  The samples used in this set of 
experiments are all in high total surfactant concentrations, 470 mM specifically, with 4% 
sodium chloride addition.  pH of the solutions are set to 7.5 and the temperature is 
maintained at .  The C12Glu/C12G1/LAPB system has very low viscosity, which is 
independent from shear rate across the tested range.  The viscosity is around 0.002-0.003 
Pa•s, just slightly higher than that of pure water.  This Newtonian behavior suggests that 
micelles in the system are small spheres without major interactions among them.  For 
C12Sar/C12G1/LAPB and C12Ala/C12G1/LAPB systems, the viscosity values are about 
an order of magnitude higher than that of the mixture with C12Glu, reaching 0.2-0.6 
Pa•s.  The viscosity values and the wavy shape of the curves suggest that micelles 
interact with each other.  But the overall flat profiles with no significant shear thickening 
or thinning suggest that there is no network formation.  It’s believed that larger elongated 
rod-like micelles may exist in these two systems.  The C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB system 
shows a pronounced shear thinning behavior.  At low shear rate from 0.1 s-1 to 6.0 s-1 the 
system behaves as Newtonian fluid.  The viscosity is around 10.0-12.0 Pa•s, two orders 
of magnitude higher than the C12Glu system.  When the shear rate decreases, the 
viscosity gradually levels off to a constant plateau value known as the zero-shear rate 
viscosity .  The viscosity starts to drop as the shear rate increases.  When the 
shear rate reaches 10 s-1, shear thinning occurs.  The viscosity value drops dramatically 
from 11.0 Pa•s to 0.2 Pa•s as shear rate reaches 600 s-1.  This result leads to the 
conclusion of the formation of worm-like micelles in the C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB system, 




like micelles.  When a stress is applied, the network structures deform.  The networks 
deformed by strain will relax within finite time to the undeformed state.  Shear thinning 
occurs due to the alignment of aggregates under flow when the deformation is faster than 
the time required for micelles go back to the relaxed state.  The shear thinning property of 
surfactant systems is of great practical importance, especially for personal care and 
household care products.  High viscosity is desired for pourability from bottles (high 
viscosity in low shear rate range for slow flow), while low viscosity is preferred when 
they are applied onto skin, hair or fabric for even distribution (low viscosity in high shear 
rate range).  The shear thinning property of the C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB mixture suggests 
worm-like micelle formation in the system, which can be further confirmed by dynamic 
rheology. 
Figure 5.10 – Steady shear rate rheology of green surfactant systems with 






To further study the micellar structure differences among selected systems and the 
formation of worm-like micelle networks in the C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB system indicated 
by the shear thinning result, dynamic (oscillating) rheological measurements are also 
conducted.  For this purpose, the samples are introduced into the gap between the cone-
plate system and the oscillatory cone sinusoidally deforms the samples.  The samples 
used in this set of experiments are all in high total surfactant concentrations, 470 mM 
specifically, with 4% sodium chloride addition.  pH of the solutions are set to 7.5 and the 
temperature is maintained at .   
Maxwellian rheological response of micellar solutions commonly can be related 
to the transient networks formed by the entanglement of worm-like micelles.   
For Maxwell fluid, the complex modulus: 
 
This leads to the expression of the storage modulus of the Maxwell element as a function 
of the frequency: 
 
And loss modulus: 
 





where  is the relaxation time,  is the zero-shear rate viscosity, and the elastic 
modulus  is measured at high frequency where G’ reaches a plateau.   
Thus the Maxwell fluid can be described by a single shear modulus  
charactering the extension and the transient rigidity of the networks, and by a single 
relaxation  describing the dynamics of the networks.  This is the time required for the 
relaxation of the shear stress after deformation of the networks is stopped. 
Figure 5.11 – Dynamic rheology of C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB system shows vsicoelasticifty, 





The log-log plot of the elastic modulus G’ and the viscous modulus G’’ as 
functions of angular frequency  for C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB system clearly shows a 
viscoelastic behavior (Figure 5.11).  At low frequencies the viscous modulus G’’ is larger 
than the elastic modulus G’, so G’’ determines the rheological properties and the system 
shows predominantly viscous behavior.  At high frequencies, the elastic modulus G’ is 
larger than the viscous modulus G’’ and the system behaves elastically.  The G’ and G’’ 
curves crossover at a critical frequency  for the system.  When the 
frequency is higher than , G’ stars to level off to a plateau value G0, which in this case 
is around 200 Pa for the system.  The complex viscosity  is also plotted in the diagram.  
The magnitude of the complex viscosity, , shows shear thinning behavior just like the 
viscosity in the static measurement.   goes to lower value as the frequency increases.   
 converges to a constant value with the decreasing of the frequency.  It can be seen 
from all these results that C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB system also possesses viscoelastic 
property, which is another signature characteristic associated with worm-like micelle 
networks.   
Cole-Cole diagram 
In order to determine the nature of networks, the Cole-Cole plot is also 
constructed to fit the data points from Figure 5.11.  The linear Cole-Cole plot of G’’ vs 
G’ provides more information if the data correspond to a single relaxation time.  A good 
indication that the single stress relaxation fits Cole-Cole plots well is a semicircular form 




                                                         
                                    
Based on above equations, the Cole-Cole plot of a Maxwell fluid shall possess a 
semicircle characteristic.  Figure 5.12 shows the fitted result for C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB 
system with 4% NaCl addition.  The dots are experimental data points, and the line is the 
model prediction.  The model fits well at low frequency range, which is 0-50 Pa for G’ 
and 0-70 Pa for G’’ as shown in the plot.  But discrepancy, which is believed to be related 
to transient networks, occurs at high frequency range, when G’ is higher than 75 Pa.  
Similar observations have been reported in literature on other worm-like micelle systems 
[109].  It is also agreed that the discrepancy is another characteristic of worm-like micelle 
networks.  The discrepancy arises because the micelles are dynamic entities that break 
and recombine rapidly. 
 
Figure 5.12  Cole-Cole plot (G'' as a function of G') of C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB sample;  





Both dynamic rheology and Cole-Cole plot of C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB system 
further confirm our conclusion in the steady shear rate experiments that surfactant 
molecules in this specific system aggregate into worm-like micelles at the tested 
conditions.  These wormlike micelles entangle with each other and form transient 
networks, which is responsible for the high viscosity and unique viscoelastic properties of 
the system.   
For the sake of comparison, C12Sar/C12G1/LAPB and C12Ala/C12G1/LAPB 
systems are also tested in dynamic measurements because their viscosities are found to be 
an order of magnitude higher than that of water and also curves of wavy shape are 
observed in steady shear rate measurements.  It would be useful to see if there are any 
networks in these systems.   
Both of the systems with C12Sar (Figure 5.13a) and C12Ala (Figure 5.13b) show 
similar behaviors, where no indication of viscoelaticity is detected.  The C12Sar system 
shows a viscous response, with G’’ exceeding G’ over the entire frequency range.  From 
low frequency to high frequency, G’’ increases from 0.2 Pa to 20 Pa, and G’’ increases 
from ca. 0.002 Pa to 7.0 Pa.  Even though the gap between the two is getting closer, G’ 
eventually levels off below G’’ at high frequency end, making the system behave like 
viscous liquid.  It can be concluded that there are no worm-like micelles in this system.  
 decreases gradually from 0.8 Pa•s to 0.3 Pa•s across the tested range.  This drop may 
result from shear induced line up of elongated micelles in the system, which is consistent 
with our observations in steady shear rate measurements.  The C12Ala system shows 
similar profiles of G’, G’’ and  to those of C12Sar system.  It is believed that the 




also confirmed that there are no networks, but only spherical or rod-like micelles existing 






Figure 5.13 – Dynamic rheology of (a) C12Sar/C12G1/LAPB and (b) 
C12Ala/C12G1/LAPB systems show no viscoelastic properties.  Both systems behave 






The differences in the micellar sizes and shapes among those selected systems can 
be correlated to the molecular structures of the amino acid based surfactants.  The 
micellar shape is determined by the packing parameter, which is defined as: 
 
 
where V is the hydrocarbon chain volume, ao is the optimal surface area of a hydrophililc 
group, and lc is the maximum hydrocarbon chain length.  As the hydrocarbon chain 
volumes and lengths are the same for the selected amino acid based surfactants, the 
packing parameter is governed by the optimal surface area of hydrophilic groups.  Table 
5.1 lists the measured surface area and calculated packing parameters.  The results are in 
good agreement with our observations and conclusions from sedimentation velocity 
analysis and rheological studies.  The packing parameter of C12Glu is in the range of 
, which only favors the formation of spherical micelles.  For 
C12Sar and C12Ala, the parameters are 0.37 and 0.38, respectively, marginally higher 
than the critical value of 0.33 between spheres and rod-like micelles.  Not surprisingly, 
C12Gly possesses a packing parameter , which favors the 





Table 5.1 - Packing parameters of the tested green surfactants 
Surfactant ae (Å2)* Packing parameter 
C12Glu 113 0.19 
C12Ala 57 0.37 
C12Sar 56 0.38 
C12Gly 53 0.40 
* ae - optimal surface area of hydrophilic groups 
 
Summary 
A number of amino acid based greener surfactants with systematic structural 
variation have been tested as triblend mixtures with dodecyl glucoside (C12G1) and 
LABP to evaluate their viscosity profiles.  Mixture of C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB system 
behaves completely differently from the other mixtures, especially at 4% NaCl addition.  
The system has a very high viscosity profile compared to the other systems with sodium 
lauroyl glutamate, sodium lauroyl alaninate, or sodium lauroyl sarcosinate.  It is 
hypothesized that due to certain structure and properties of C12Gly, mixed surfactant 
micelles go through an evolution process from small spherical micelles to rod-like 
micelles and then worm-like micelle networks when concentration and salinity are 
increased.  This hypothesis has been tested in the low concentration range by 




concentration range with rheological measurements.  Results confirm that the above 
hypothesis is valid.  We observed small spherical micelles evolved into elongated rod-
like micelles in the low concentration range, and also confirmed the formation of worm-
like micelle networks in the high concentration range.  The unique properties achieved by 
C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB are attributed to the packing of the surfactant molecules in the 
system.  In turn the structures of the surfactant molecules control how they would pack in 
the aggregates.  Further experiments confirm that C12Gly has a desired structure with a 




Chapter 6 - Foaming properties (foamability and foam stability) of 
greener surfactant systems 
Foams are gas-liquid disperse systems, while froths are three-phase disperse 
systems where the third phase can be either a solid or another liquid.  Very often the 
ability to provide a rich copious lather is one of the first measures of performance, for 
example, of a shampoo or shower gels.  Foaming operations are also the key in many 
technologies, including mineral processing and other separation technologies, 
firefighting, liquid waste disposal, foam cleanout, foam adsorbent separation, food, 
personal care, pharmaceutical industries, and petroleum refining.  An important proven 
application of foams is in enhanced oil recovery (EOR) from underground formations.  
Frothing, on the other hand, plays a key role in determining the efficiency of the mineral 
flotation operations [62].  Use of surfactants in the mineral processing industry is second 
to detergency and amounts to hundreds of thousands of pounds of surfactants annually.  
Such a broad range of applications and the technological importance have attracted 
considerable attention to the foaming and defoaming phenomena.  Previous research has 
provided the basic knowledge of the physical and chemical principles underlying the 
dynamic phenomena involved [63-69].  However, most of the foaming and frothing 
agents studied this far are conventional surfactants or polymers.  Recently, as the green 
chemistry becomes the major research direction towards sustainability [70-71], more 





Substitution of the petroleum-based surfactants and the surfactant produced from 
non-renewable sources by the greener surfactants is expected not only to be beneficial 
from the environment sustainability perspective, but can also improve the product 
performance.  For example, the ingredients or combination of greener surfactants in the 
personal care and cleansing formulas will result in reduced skin-irritating properties.  
Another example is flotation, a technology that is used for separation of a variety of 
species ranging from molecules and ions to microorganisms and mineral fines from one 
another, for the purpose of extraction of valuable products as well as cleaning of waste 
waters.  A synergistic effect among greener surfactants is expected to improve efficiency 
of the process and hence reduce water and energy consumption. 
Though the number of studies addressing technological performance of greener 
surfactants increases gradually [72-75], data on their foaming and defoaming properties 
are practically nonexistent.  The majority of recent studies focus on one category of 
surfactants, alkyl polyglucoside (APG), especially in the formulation of detergents and 
shampoos, which are a mixture of APG with conventional surfactants [76]. Yet, no study 
has been performed on the foaming properties of the important family of amino acid 
surfactants, especially their mixtures with other greener surfactants, such as sugar based 
surfactants.  Therefore, it is important to identify greener alternatives to replace 
traditional ones as they provide high surface activity at low mass and are stable and 
ubiquitous in the natural environment. 
Foamscan measurements 
The Foamscan (commercial instrument by Teclis-It Concept, Figure 6.1) method 




during a certain time), foam stability (decay of foam volume as a function of time), and 
foam drainage (change of liquid volume in the foam as a function of time).  Foam is 
generated in a glass column (36 mm in diameter) by sparging N2 gas through a fixed 
volume of the surfactant solution via a porous glass disc (pore size 14–60 μm).  The N2 
sparging rate can be set to different desired values.  The gas flow will be stopped 
automatically when the generated foam reaches a preset foam volume.  The foam volume 
and foam decay are monitored by images of the column, which are recorded by a CCD 
camera throughout the experiment.  Simultaneous monitoring of the electrical 
conductivities of both the foaming solution and the produced foam allow the 
determination of the liquid volume in the foam. 
 
 
Figure 6.1 - Foamscan for foaming property charaterization 
 
Figure 6.2 shows visualization of the foaming process captured by CCD camera.  
The camera captures the foam growth continuously, while the images are saved every 20 
seconds.  In this sequence, the foam volume grew from 0mL to pre-defined 100mL.  The 




height/volume in real time, so that a foam volume vs. time curve can be drawn at the 
same time.  Further foamability studies were based on this diagram. 
 
Figure 6.2 - Foaming process captured by CCD camera 
 
When the foam volume reached the designed height, N2 gas was stopped 
automatically and the foam begin to break.  Similarly, the camera captured the decay 
process continuously as shown in Figure 6.3, where the images were captured every 60 
seconds.  The foam volume shrank from 100 mL to almost 0 mL in this process.  The 
whole decay process was then digitized by the computer to establish a foam stability 






Figure 6.3 - Foam decay process captured by CCD camera 
 
Figures 6.4 is a typical diagram generated by Foamscan, which shows a test cycle 
to evaluate both foamability and foam stability for a surfactant sample.  On the left side 
of the curve is the foamability (volume of foam generated during a certain time).  The 
slope of this rising portion is a measure of foamability.  The slope is positive for this 
portion.  The larger the value is, the higher/better the foamability is.  When the foam is 
generated, huge air/water interface is created.  The dynamic process in which surfactant 
molecules migrate from micelles to the interface controls the foamability process.  On the 




The slope of the decay portion before the foam becomes stable dry foam is a measure of 
foam stability.  The slope is negative for this portion.  The larger the absolute value of 
this negative slope, the poorer the stability. 
 
 
Figure 6.4 – Foamabilitity and foam stability diagram generated by Foamscan 
 
Foaming properties of greener surfactants 
Foamability and foam stability of a conventional system (a mixture of sodium 
laureth sulfate, lauryl glucoside and lauramidopropyl betaine (LAPB) at weight ratio of 
6:1:1 with initial concentration of 470 mM) was selected as the benchmark.  The 
benchmark system was first evaluated at different gas flow rates, in order to determine 
the appropriate test range.  Three gas flow rates were selected: 100 mL/min, 300 mL/min 
and 500mL/min.  Figure 6.5 shows the results under these conditions.  It can be seen that 
the foaming rates are proportional to gas flow rates; i.e., high gas flow rate generates 
foam fast, low gas flow rate generates foam slowly.  The foam stability is inversely 




rate generates very nice fine bubbles with uniform size distribution, while high flow rate 
leads to low foam stability as high gas rate generates large, coarse bubbles with non-
uniform size distribution.  The middle range, 300mL/min, was selected as the appropriate 
range for the further studies. 
 






















Foaming properties of the benchmark system (47mM) at different gas flow rate
 
Figure 6.5 – Foam properties of the benchmark system at different gas flow rates 
 
Based on our previous studies, the combination of dodecyl glucoside, sodium 
dodecyl glycinate and lauramidopropyl betaine gives the highest and desired viscosity 
profile against the benchmark system.  This combination is our leading candidate for the 
future application, so it is necessary to evaluate the set of important attributes, 
foamability and foam stability, of the system in order to confirm that it is also comparable 
to the benchmark on foam properties.  As the concentration range tested in foaming 
experiments is between 0.5 mM and 50.0 mM, which is more than 10 times lower than 
the concentration used in rheology studies.  The bulk viscosity differences between the 





Figure 6.6 – The promising greener surfactant system that can provide comparable 
viscosity, foamability and foam stability to the selected benchmark 
 
Prior to the comparison of the foaming properties between the leading 
combination and the benchmark system, we compared the foaming properties of SLES 
and sodium dodecyl glycinate first in order to understand how they behave individually.  
Figure 6.7 shows this comparison.  The red columns are the foamability data of SLES at 
different concentrations.  SLES shows a very good foamability across a wide tested range 
from 1.0 mM to 20.0mM; the foamability values are all above 1.2 mL/s.  Only at 0.5mM 
is the foamability of SLES slightly poorer, but still can reach 1.0 mL/s.  On the other 
hand, strong dependence of foamability on concentration can be observed for sodium 
dodecyl glycinate.  Only at a very high (e.g. 20.0 mM) bulk concentration, can good 
foamability be achieved and the value is comparable to that of SLES.  When the bulk 
concentration is below that level, the foamability of sodium dodecyl glycinate is 





Figure 6.7 – Foamability comparison: SLES (red) vs sodium dodecyl glycinate (green) 
 
Similar results were obtained for foam stability.  As shown in Figure 6.8, the red 
columns are the foam stability data for SLES at different concentrations.  SLES shows 
very good foam stability across the tested range of 0.5mM to 20.0mM. (Foam stability is 
the slope of the decay part of the foam volume vs time diagram, so foam stability data 
here are negative values.  The larger the absolute value is, the poorer the stability 
becomes.)  On the other hand, sodium dodecyl glycinate shows strong dependence of 
foamability on concentration.  Poorer stability than SLES can be observed, especially at 
low concentrations, e.g., 0.5 mM and 1.0 mM.  So individually, both the foamability and 
foam stability of sodium dodecyl glycinate are poorer than those of SLES.  This may be 






Figure 6.8 – Foam stability comparison: SLES (red) vs sodium dodecyl glycinate (green) 
 
Significant improvement of both foamability and foam stability of the greener 
surfactant system (the triblend with sodium dodecyl glycinate in this case) was achieved 
by mixing them with the other two ingredients, dodecyl glucoside (C12G1) and 







Figure 6.9 – Foamability comparison between the benchmark (red columns) and 
C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB mixture (green columns) 
 
Figure 6.9 shows the comparison of the foamability between the benchmark 
(triblend of SLES, C12G1 and LAPB) and the best candidate of greener system (triblend 
of C12Gly, C12G1 and LAPB).  The red columns are the foamability data of the 
benchmark at different concentrations.  The green columns are those of the greener 
system.  Both the benchmark and the greener system show very good foamability across 
the wide tested range from 0.5 mM to 50.0 mM.  The greener system with sodium 






Figure 6.10 – Foam stability comparison between the benchmark (red columns) and 
C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB mixture (green columns) 
 
Similar to foamability, improvement is also observed for foam stability.  Figure 
6.10 shows the comparison of the foam stability between the benchmark and the greener 
system.  The red columns are the foam stability data of the benchmark at different 
concentrations.  The green columns are those of the greener system.  Both the benchmark 
and the greener system show very good foam stability across the wide tested range of 0.5 
mM to 50.0 mM.  The foam of the greener system with sodium dodecyl glycinate is as 
good and stabile as that of the benchmark.   
Both foamability and foam stability results indicate that even though the greener 
surfactant sodium dodecyl glycinate itself is not as good as SLES as a foaming agent, but 
when it is used in mixtures, (ie, mixed with other ingredient, such as C12G1 and LAPB), 




benchmark can be achieved.  These findings suggest that strong synergistic interactions 
exist among sodium dodecyl glycinate, C12G12 and LAPB mixture, which are the 
driving force for the improvements.  In order to test this hypothesis, pairwise interaction 
parameters between sodium dodecyl glycinate, C12G1 and LAPB were measured and 
calculated. 
Interaction parameters and synergism 
Fluorescence method was used to measure CMC values of the surfactants.  For 
fluorescence measurements in solutions, the surfactant solutions were mixed with the 
desired amount of pyrene to make the final pyrene concentration around 1.0 M.  
Surfactant solutions containing pyrene were shaken overnight at room temperature before 
taking fluorescence spectroscopy.  
Steady-state fluorescence emission spectra were obtained using a Horiba Jobin 
Yvon Fluorolog FL-1039 spectrophotometer.  A portion of the surfactant solution sample 
containing pyrene was transferred to quartz cells, and the samples were excited at 335 nm 
and their emissions between 360 and 500 nm recorded  The distribution of pyrene 
molecules gives information of hydrocarbon tails packing in the micellar cores, and thus 
reveals the mechanism of aggregate formation of surfactant mixtures.  In fluorescence 
spectroscopy, the ratio of relative intensities of the I1 (373nm) and I3 (383nm) peaks 
(I3/I1) in a pyrene emission spectrum shows the greatest dependency of environment 
around the probe.  This ratio decreases as the polarity increases and can be used to 
estimate the polarity of the environment and thus detect the presence of surfactant 




corresponds to that of water (0.5~0.6).  When the concentration reaches the CMC, there 
is a rapid increase in the value of the I3/I1 ratio indicating the formation of micelles. 

























where x1 is the mole fraction of surfactant 1 in mixed micelles, α1 is the mole fraction of 
surfactant 1 in total concentration, C1, C2, and C12 are CMCs for surfactants 1, 2, and 
their mixture. 
CMC values of sodium dodecyl glycinate, C12G1, LAPB and their mixtures are 
either acquired from literature or measured by fluorescence technique.  Then the pairwise 
interaction parameters are calculated.  The results are summarized in Table 6.1.   
 
Table 6.1 - Parameters of the comicelles with different combinations of glycinate, C12G1 and LAPB 







1 Gly:C12G1=4:1 7.2 0.2 0.7 -1.8 
2 Gly:LAPB=9:1 7.2 1.3 2.0 -3.7 
3 C12G1:LAPB=1:3 0.2 1.3 0.4 -1.4 
 
It can be seen that all three values of the interaction parameter β are negative, 
which indicates that the interactions between any two of them are synergistic.  Among 




highest absolute value, suggesting that the synergistic interaction between those two 
ingredients is the major driving force responsible for the improvements of foamability 
and foam stability improvement. 
Summary 
A number of amino acid based greener surfactants have been tested in triblend 
mixtures with dodecyl glucoside (C12G1) and LABP to evaluate their foaming 
properties, such as foamability and foam stability, using Foamscan.  Their foaming 
performance was compared with the selected benchmark system.  Previous studies 
showed that the mixture of sodium dodecyl glycinate, C12G1 and LAPB has the desired 
high viscosity profile which matches the benchmark system.  It becomes desirable to 
understand the foaming performance of this system as it is a promising combination to 
replace the benchmark system.  Foamability and foam stability studies show that even 
though sodium dodecyl glycinate itself is not a good foaming agent as the petroleum 
based non-green surfactant SLES, when mixed with the other two ingredients C12G1 and 
LAPB, significant improvement was achieved on both foamability and foam stability due 
to strong synergistic interactions among them and the mixture of sodium dodecyl 
glycinate, C12G1 and LAPB actually can deliver equal viscosity, foamability and foam 
stability with the benchmark system, which makes this system (C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB) a 




Chapter 7 – Simulation and modeling of micellization and packing of 
greener surfactants 
Because of the vast number of the existing surfactants and complexity of their 
mixtures, it becomes extremely time consuming to investigate all the possible 
combinations of them to experimentally find out the right formulations that deliver the 
optimal performance.  With the development of computer and increasing computational 
power and speed, simulation has become a promising tool for the study of complex 
colloidal and interfacial systems.  In this research we use this powerful tool to simulate 
the packing of greener surfactants to understand how greener surfactant molecules 
interact with each other and how they are packed in micelles from molecular level.  With 
this knowledge we developed a model for binary surfactant system with synergistic 
interactions existing between them is established.  A new effective packing parameter 
formula is also proposed to better predict the packing of surfactant mixtures.  The 
predictions from this new formula will guide the future greener surfactant selections to 
deliver desired performance in their applications. 
Dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) simulation of micellization of greener 
surfactants 
The most accurate method to simulate an atomistic system is to calculate the 
equation of motion for every atom in the system.  This kind of method is called molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulation.  The major issue of the method is that it calculates every 
aspect of the atomic motion, which is usually far too detailed to understand physical 




molecules over a few nanoseconds, which makes the method inadequate for the 
simulation of physical processes that occur on long time scale and large length scale.   
A coarse-grained simulation method called dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) 
was introduced by Hoogerbrugge and Koelman in 1992 [110], bridging the gap between 
atomistic and mesoscopic simulations.  The simulation strategy is to treat groups of atoms 
as fluid particles or beads, which are connected by harmonic springs.  Soft spherical 
beads interact with each other through an effective pairwise interaction potential obtained 
from detailed atomistic molecular dynamics simulations, and thermally equilibrate 
through hydrodynamics.  There are three types of force between pairs of beads: a 
harmonic conservative interaction, a dissipative force representing the viscous drag 
between moving beads, and a random force to maintain energy input into the system in 
opposition to the dissipation.  The advantage of this treatment over conventional MD 
simulation is that the fast motion of the atoms in such system is averaged out and the 
remaining structure is represented by the beads, allowing the use of a much larger 
timestep and corresponding shorter simulation times.   




where ri, vi, mi and fi are the position, velocity, mass and force of the ith particle, 












where aij is the maximum repulsion between particle i and j, and rij=ri-rj is the distance 
vector between particle i and j, . 
The dissipative force FD depends on the relative particle velocities.  FR provides 
the energy input in the system which together with the dissipative force builds a 
thermostat. 
It is crucial to calculate the pairwise interaction parameters between beads.  They 
can be calculated from the mixing energy of two fragments represented by DPD beads.  




where Zij, Zji,Zii and Zjj are the coordination numbers for each pair of beads.  <Eij(T)>, 
<Eji(T)>, <Eii(T)> and <Ejj(T)> are the mean pair interaction energies.  All the values can 
be calculated by the commercial software Material Studio.  Then the Flory-Huggins 





A linear relationship for the repulsion parameters aij and the Flory-Huggins 
interaction parameters  is given by: 
 
Between the beads of the same type, the interaction parameters are recommended as: 
 
The DPD method is used to simulate the micellization process of a binary 
surfactant mixture system of two greener surfactants, sugar based surfactant dodecyl 
maltoside (C12G2) and amino acid based surfactant FA-Glu.  The structure of dodecyl 
maltoside and DPD bead allocation is shown in Figure 7.1.  The head group of dodecyl 
maltoside contains two sugar rings and each will be treated as one DPD bead and labeled 
as ‘G’.  The C12 carbon chain is divided into 3 beads and each bead contains 4 carbons 
and labeled as ‘C4’.  Similarly, the structure of FA-Glu and DPD bead allocation for it is 
shown in Figure 7.2.  The glutamate group is treated as one bead labeled as ‘Glu’.  The –
CH2-HCOH-HC=O- fragment is treated as one bead label as H.  And the rest part of the 
carbon chain is divided into 3 beads.  The two C4 fragments are labeled as ‘C4’ and –
CH(CH3)2 group at the end of the tail is labeled as ‘T’. 






Figure 7.2- Molecular structure of FA-Glu and DPD bead allocation 
 
For the simulation of micellization process, a 20x20x20 box containing a total 
number of 3000 beads is used.  Periodic boundary condition is applied in all three 
directions.  The DPD simulations run 20000 steps with a time step of 0.05, where the 
system evolves into a steady state.  All the simulations are conducted using material 
studio software on PC. 
The pairwise interaction parameters aij between different beads are calculated 
based on aforementioned method and the results are summarized in Table 7.1.  These 
parameters are then used in further DPD simulations to calculate the micellization of 
binary mixtures of the two greener surfactants. 
Table 7.1 – Pairwise interation parameters in C12G2 and FA-Glu system 
H2O G C4 Glu H T 
H2O 25.0 22.3 62.1 36.1 30.6 62.8 
G 22.3 25.0 44.1 18.9 26.4 49.7 
C4 62.1 44.1 25.0 83.8 33.8 24.7 
Glu 36.1 18.9 83.8 25.0 36.7 80.5 
H 30.6 26.4 33.8 36.7 25.0 34.0 





The results of the DPD simulations successfully predict the micellar evolution 
processes from spheres to worm-like micelles, and then formation of bicontinuous phase.   
Figure 7.3 shows the spherical micelles formed by C12G2 molecules at the 
mixing ratio of H2O:C12G2=99:1. 
Figure 7.3- Spherical micelles form by C12G2 molecules 
Mixing ratio:-  Water:C12G2=99:1 
 
Figure 7.4 shows the spherical micelles formed by FA-Glu molecules at the 




Figure 7.4- Spherical micelles form by FA-Glu molecules 
Mixing ratio:-  Water:FA-Glu=99:1 
 
Figure 7.5 shows the mixed micelles formed by C12G2 and FA-Glu molecules at 
the mixing ratio of H2O:C12G2:FA-Glu=99:0.5:0.5. 
Figure 7.5- Spherical micelles form C12G2 and FA-Glu mixtures 
Mixing ratio:-   Water:C12G2:FA-Glu = 99:0.5:0.5 
 
The simulation also predicts the formation of worm-like micelles for C12G2 and 




mixing ratio of H2O:C12G2:FA-Glu=75:12.5:12.5.  More interestingly, when we take a 
cross section view of the micelle, the molecules actually pack into a tube (Figure 7.6b).   
 
(a) Side view of the worm-like micelle formed by C12G2 and FA-Glu system 
 
 
(b) cross-section view shows tubular structure of the worm-like micelle 
 
Figure 7.6- Worm-like micelle formed by C12G2 and FA-Glu system 
Mixing ratio:-  H2O:C12G2:FA-Glu = 75:12.5:12.5 
 
When the number of surfactant molecules is further increased into mixing ratio of 
H2O:C12G2:FA-Glu=60:20:20, formation of bicontinuous phase is observed in the 





Figure 7.7- Bicontinuous phase formed by C12G2 and FA-Glu system 
Mixing ratio:-  H2O:C12G2:FA-Glu = 60:20:20 
 
Modeling of binary surfactant mixtures and development of new packing 
parameter formula 
A new effective packing parameter for a binary surfactant mixture system is 
developed based on computer simulation results described in this section.  In computer 
simulation we put two surfactant molecules in the system and overlap them together 
(Figure 7.8), where the system stay at very high energy state because of strong repulsion 
between the two molecules.  This configuration is not possible in physical word, but 
achievable in simulation.  We start from this high energy state and let the system reach 
equilibrium by minimizing the total energy of the system.  Once the equilibrium is 




7.9 shows the final equilibrium state of the two LAPB molecules when the energy 
minimum is reached after simulation.  Similar simulations are also conducted with two 
C12Gly molecules and LAPB/C12Gly binary mixture.   
The final state of two LAPB molecules (Figure 7.9) shows how LAPB molecule 
would be packed in micelles.  LAPB molecules can pack closely due to the formation of 
intermolecular hydrogen bon between the amide groups.  The hydrogen bonding not only 
brings the two molecules close but also leads to a zigzag configuration between the two, 
thus reducing the electrostatic repulsion between the two head groups.  Five simulations 
are conducted and the distances between the centroids of head groups are calculated.  
Results are summarized in Table 7.2. 
 







Figure 7.9 – Equilibrium state for two LAPB molecules at energy minimum 
 
The final state of two C12Gly molecules (Figure 7.10) shows how C12Gly 
molecule would be packed in micelles.  C12Gly molecules cannot pack tightly because of 
the strong electrostatic repulsion between the two head groups.  Five simulations are 
conducted and the distances between centroids of head groups are calculated, which are 
summarized in Table 7.2.   
 
 






The final state of LAPB/C12Gly mixture (Figure 7.11) shows how LAPB/C12Gly 
molecule would be packed in micelles.  LAPB/C12Gly mixture can pack very closely 
because of the formation of intermolecular hydrogen bond between the amide group in 
LAPB head group and the carboxyl group in the head group of the C12Gly molecule.  
The hydrogen bonding not only brings the two molecules close but also leads to a zigzag 
configuration between the two, thus reduces the electrostatic repulsion between head 
groups.  Actually the two head groups overlap with each other partially.  Five simulations 
are conducted and the distances between centroids of head groups are calculated, which 
are summarized in Table 7.2. 
 
 
Figure 7.11 – Equilibrium state for LAPB/C12Gly mixture when energy minimum is 
reached 
 
Calculated results (Table 7.2) suggest that molecules of LAPB, C12Gly and their 
mixture pack differently in micelles.  The average distance between the head groups of 
two LAPB molecules is about 5.37 Å, thus the effective diameter of the head group is 




distance between the head groups of two C12Gly molecules is about 8.08 Å, thus the 
effective diameter of the head group is about 4.04 Å and the effective area occupied by 
each head groups is 51.28 Å2.  Interestingly for the LAPB and C12Gly mixture, the 
average distance between the two head group is 4.14 Å, which is smaller than the sum of 
effective diameters of head groups of LAPB and C12Gly, assuming the LAPB and 
C12Gly molecules have the same diameters as in LAPB/LAPB and C12Gly/C12Gly 
cases.  The area occupied by the mixture of LAPB and C12Gly is 12.5% smaller than the 
sum of areas occupied by LAPB and C12Gly individually.  This result suggests that the 
head groups of LAPB and C12Gly can actually overlap on each other so that in turn they 
can pack very tightly.  The synergistic interactions (hydrogen bond and zigzag 
configuration to reduce electrostatic repulsion) between the two molecules leads to this 
overlapping.   
 
Table 7.2 - Distance between centroids of the head groups at equilibrium state 






1 8.19 5.56 4.11 
2 8.33 5.50 4.19 
3 8.02 4.97 4.10 
4 7.97 5.45 4.26 
5 7.89 5.38 4.02 
average 8.08 5.37 4.14 
std 0.18 0.24 0.09 
 
The packing parameter, proposed by Israelachvili et al, is a convenient method to 





where V is the volume of surfactant molecule, a0 is the optimal cross-section area of 
hydrophilic group and lc is the hydrocarbon length.  But this formula can only used to 
calculate the packing parameter for single species.   
For surfactant mixtures, another formula [112] is proposed: 
 
This formula for binary system is only a simple extension of the original one by 
taking mathematic average of the two individual packing parameters of A and B.  But the 
interactions which also play crucial roles for the packing of surfactant molecules are not 
considered. 
Given the understanding we have learned from aforementioned simulation, an 
effective packing parameter for mixtures should not only include structural information 
but also the interactions between different species.  So here, we develop a new formula to 
calculate packing parameter for binary surfactant mixture, in which not only the 
geometries of molecules but also interactions between them are included.   
Assume we have a surfactant A and another surfactant B.  A and B have the same 
carbon chain of 12 carbon atoms but different head groups.  We also assume synergistic 
interactions exist between the head groups.  Scenarios without interaction or antagonistic 
interactions can be treated similarly.  For molecules of A, the packing of them in micelles 
can be represented by Figure 7.12.  Two adjacent molecules are illustrated in Figure 12a, 
where head groups stays at the surface of the micelle and the carbon chains form the 
hydrophobic core of the micelle.  The distance between the centers of the two head 
groups is dA, thus the effective area that can be occupied by every head group of A can be 




distance between the centers of two adjacent head group is dB, thus the effective area that 
can be occupied by every head group of B can be calculated as aB. 
 
 
(a) Top view (b) Front view 
 
(c) Effective area occupied by the head group of surfactant A 







(a) Top view (b) Front view 
 
(c) Effective area occupied by the head group of surfactant B 
Figure 7.13 – Packing of two molecules of surfactant B 
 
For the mixture of surfactant A and B, as the synergistic interactions exist 
between them, which leads to close packing of them and the effective spaces occupied by 
the two head groups overlap each other partially due to this synergism (Figure 7.14).  The 
distance between the center of A and the center of B is dAB, thus the effective area that 
can be occupied by them can be calculated as aAB.  Because of the synergistic interactions 
between A and B, they pack very tightly and the spaces occupied by the head groups 
overlap partially.  Thus the effective areas occupied by the two head groups are smaller 





And this area reduction due to synergistic overlapping is  
aoverlap=aA+aB-aAB 
 
(a) Top view (b) Front view 
(c) Effective area occupied by the head groups of A and B 
(d) Synergistic interactions lead to overlapping of head groups of A and B 





We introduce a new variable α, which measures the area reduction due to 




For the A and B mixture (Figure 7.14a), we treat the pair as one pseudo-gemini 
surfactant molecule AB.  Based on the traditional definition of the packing parameter, the 
carbon chain length is still lc, but the volume occupied by the tails becomes 2V and the 




Inserting the definition of α in to this equation, we get a new formula to calculate the 




By the definition, α, the synergism induced area reduction of head groups, must 





β is an indication of synergistic interactions between two surfactants.  It is usually 
a negative number.  Stronger the synergism, more negative the value of β.  So the 
relationship between α and β can be illustrated in Figure 7.15.  If there is no synergism 
between A and B, then the interaction parameter β=0.  Without synergism, there should 
be no overlapping of head groups of A and B, thus no area reduction, so α=0.  If there 
exists synergistic interactions between A and B, then β becomes a negative number, β<0.  
Consequently, A and B pack closer and the spaces occupied by the head groups of A and 
B start overlapping each other, which results in an area reduction and α starts increasing.  
α should reach a plateau value when β becomes more and more negative, given the fact 
that the maximum area reduction should not exceed the smaller one of the areas occupied 
by the head groups of A or B.   
 
Figure 7.15 – Relationship between interaction parameter β and synergistic 
interaction induced area reduction α 
 
Similar treatment can be applied to antagonistic interactions between different 
surfactant molecules.  Only in this scenario, will β be a positive number and antagonistic 






α is also a function of mixing ratio between A and B:  
 
The relationship between α and mixing ratio is illustrated in Figure 7.16.  If there 
is only one kind of surfactant molecules in the system, then there will be no synergistic 
interaction induced head group area reduction.  So the formula becomes: 
 
which is exactly the same as the formula to calculate the packing parameter for single 
surfactant species.  Once the ratio of B increases in the mixtures, α starts to increase 
gradually, till an optimal ratio is reached.  At this optimal ratio, α reaches its highest level.  
As the ratio of B continue to increase, α starts to decrease.  The new formula is suitable to 
calculate effective packing parameter across this wide range.  When the system becomes 
100% of surfactant B, the formula evolves into the traditional packing parameter for 
single species B: 
 
The new formula to calculate the effective packing parameter for binary 





Figure 7.16 – Relationship between mixing ratio and synergistic interaction 
induced area reduction 
 
This new formula for effective packing parameter of binary mixtures could be 
extended to multi-component systems, if we extend the definition of α as the synergistic 
interaction induced head group area reduction of the mixture.  Assume all the 




The coarse-grained simulation method DPD was used to simulate the 
micellization processes of a binary greener surfactant mixture system.  The two greener 
surfactants were sugar based surfactant dodecyl maltoside (C12G2) and amino acid based 




micellar evolution process from spheres to worm-like micelles, and then the formation of 
bicontinuous phase.  The computer simulation also found that when different surfactant 
molecules were mixed together, the synergistic interactions brought molecules more 
closely due to the synergistic interactions (hydrogen bonding and the zigzag packing 
configurations of molecules), which reduced the electrostatic repulsion between the two 
molecules, leading to a reduction of the effective space occupied by head groups, and the 
two head groups actually overlapped each other partially.  The overlapping led to a close 
packing of surfactant molecules.  These results suggested that geometry of molecules and 
the interactions among them play equally important roles in determining the packing of 
surfactant molecules and in turn the packing controls properties and performance of the 
whole system.  Based on the finding from simulation results, a new formula for effective 
packing parameter of surfactant mixture was proposed.  In this new formula not only the 
geometries of molecules but also the interactions among them were included to calculate 
the effective packing parameters for surfactant mixtures for better predictions of the 





Chapter 8 - Summary 
Surfactants are widely used in many applications, such as personal care, 
detergency, cosmetics, lubrication, flotation, dispersion, flocculation, drug delivery, 
enhanced oil recovery, chemical mechanical polishing, etc.  The current awareness of the 
increasing need for environmental protection and an escalating demand from consumers 
have made the search for greener reagents and processes an inevitable future for the 
chemical and consumer products industries.  It is clear that the call for sustainability of 
chemical products will favor only environmentally benign products.  In the area of 
surface active agents, more attention has been directed recently towards synthesizing 
surfactants from renewable sources and biosurfactants produced by microorganisms 
because of their environmental compatibility.  The current challenge in this area is the 
development of structure, property and performance relationships for surfactant systems 
containing greener alternatives to obtain minimal environmental damage and maximum 
efficiency. In this regard, while the mechanisms by which the traditional surfactant 
systems act are well studied from both theoretical and practical view points, there is a 
lack of knowledge of the behavior, properties and micellization of the environmental 
benign surfactants when used alone or in combination with others.  In this work, we made 
some efforts to advance our standings in the mechanisms governing the behaviors the 
greener surfactant systems by systematically investigate a number of greener surfactants. 
Presently there is no standard definition for “Green Surfactants”. In this research, 
the scope of “Greener Surfactants” includes two major classes of materials: 




These surfactants are chemically synthesized based on renewable raw materials 
from non-petroleum natural sources, such as plants and animal fats.  Surfactants having a 
significant molecular moiety based on renewable raw materials are also considered 
greener as they require less petroleum sources for the production. 
(2)Biosurfactants 
Biosurfactants are a structurally diverse group of surface active molecules 
synthesized by microorganisms, i.e., bacteria, yeast and fungi.  They exist in either the 
cell membrane or extracellular region.  In recent years much attention has been directed 
towards biosurfactants due to their broad range of functional properties and diverse 
synthetic capabilities of microbes.   
As one of the major groups of greener surfactants, amino acid based surfactants, 
have potentials for a broad range of applications in many industries  
In this work, several amino acid based surfactants synthesized from different 
routes were investigated for their colloidal and interfacial properties, such as surface 
tension reduction, micellization as well as synergism between greener surfactants and 
other surfactants.  Those surfactants were synthesized through different methods.  One 
method utilized the catalytic properties of enzymes.  And the other took the advantages of 
modern technology in genetic engineering.   
The route which uses chemo-enzymatic reactions to prepare environmental 
benign surfactant lipopeptides takes advantages of the fast, cost-effective and simple 
enzymatic catalyzed properties to produce the oligopeptide moieties.  The colloidal and 
interfacial properties of the lipopeptides synthesized by this method were evaluated.  The 




surface active, especially C12/oligo(L-Glu).  The effects of chain length of hydrophobic 
moiety, composition of oligopeptide as well as aqueous chemical conditions, such as pH, 
on the interfacial properties of the lipopeptides were also studied.  Results showed how 
the interfacial and colloidal properties of amino acid based surfactants can be fine tuned 
by adjusting structures of the molecules.  The studies also shed some light on the working 
window of the surfactants in practical applications and possible means to manipulate their 
performance for different purposes.   
Another method uses genetically engineered bacteria to produce amino acid based 
surfactants from agricultural wastes by fermentation process.  Two surfactants, Surfactin 
and FA-Glu, generated by this method were evaluated.  Both of them showed exceptional 
surface activity.  Genetic engineering also showed its advantages when it was found that 
Surfactin was limited by its solubility.  Quick modifications were made in the bacteria 
and a better option FA-Glu was produced with improved structure for better solubility.  
The results provide fundament knowledge of those novel greener surfactants on their 
structure-property relationships and their synergism with other reagents which could lead 
to a huge potential of application in multiple industries for low chemical footprint.   
Surfactants are used in many formulations to achieve macroscopic properties of 
the systems besides the surface activity.  Commercial liquid detergents or shampoos 
usually require relatively high viscosity to maintain desired pourability.  There are many 
ways to achieve this property, for example, by increasing the surfactant concentration to 
from liquid crystal or adding polymer thickeners.  In this study we utilized the synergistic 
interactions between greener surfactants themselves to boost system viscosity for cost 




conditions, worm-like micelles can be formed during micellization process, which can be 
used to yield desired high viscosity.  Molecular geometry and hence the packing 
parameters of the surfactants are the most critical parameters in determining which kind 
of micelles, spherical, worm-like or laminar ones will be formed.   
In this work, we studied the micellar evolution processes of greener surfactant 
systems in solution as a function of their molecular structures in order to develop useful 
structure, property, and performance relationships.  A number of amino acid based 
greener surfactants with systematic structural variations, namely, sodium lauroyl 
glutamate (C12Glu), sodium lauroyl alaninate (C12Ala), sodium lauroyl sarcosinate 
(C12Sar), and sodium lauroyl glycinate (C12Gly), were tested as triblend mixtures with 
dodecyl glucoside (C12G1) and lauramidoproply betaine (LAPB) to evaluate their 
viscosity profiles.  Results showed that the mixture of C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB system 
behaved completely differently from the other mixtures, especially at 4% NaCl addition.  
It has a very high viscosity profile compared to the other systems.  It was hypothesized 
that due to certain structure and properties of C12Gly, mixed surfactant micelles can go 
through an evolution process from small spherical micelles to rod-like micelles and then 
worm-like micelle networks at increased concentration and salinity.  This hypothesis was 
tested in low concentration range with sedimentation velocity tests in an analytical 
ultracentrifuge, and in high concentration range with rheological measurements.  Results 
confirmed that the hypothesis that small spherical micelles evolved into elongated rod-
like micelles in the low concentration range, and the formation of worm-like micelle 
networks in the high concentration range.  The unique properties achieved by 




system.  Further experiments confirmed that C12Gly has a desired structure with a 
packing parameter of 0.40, which favors formation of worm-like micelles. 
Foaming is one of the key measures of performance in many technologies, 
including mineral processing, firefighting, liquid waste disposal, foam cleanout, foam 
adsorbent separation, food processing, personal care, pharmaceutical industries, and 
petroleum refining.  Substitution of the petroleum-based surfactants and the surfactant 
produced from non-renewable sources by greener surfactants is necessary not only to be 
beneficial from the environment sustainability perspective, but to improve the product 
performance.  For example, the ingredients or combination of greener surfactants in the 
personal care and cleansing formulas can result in reduced skin-irritating properties.  So 
far studies on the foaming properties of amino acid surfactants, especially their mixtures 
with other greener surfactants, such as sugar based surfactants are limited.   
Foaming performance, such as foamability and foam stability, of the selected 
amino acid based greener surfactants were also evaluated in triblend mixtures with 
dodecyl glucoside and lauramidopropyl betaine in this work.  Their foaming performance 
was compared with a selected commercial benchmark system.  Studies showed that the 
mixture of sodium dodecyl glycinate, dodecyl glucoside and lauramidopropyl betaine had 
the desired high viscosity profile that matched that of the benchmark system.  
Foamability and foam stability studies showed that even though sodium dodecyl 
glycinate itself is not a good foaming agent as the petroleum based non-green surfactant 
sodium lauryl ether sulfate (SLES), when it is mixed with the other two ingredients, 
significant improvement can be achieved for both foamability and foam stability due to 




dodecyl glucoside and lauramidopropyl betaine actually can deliver equal viscosity, 
foamability and foam stability as the benchmark system, which makes this system 
(C12Gly/C12G1/LAPB) a leading option for the future formulations in personal care 
industry.   
Because of the vast number of the surfactants than can be produced and 
complexity of their mixtures, it becomes extremely time consuming to examine all the 
combinations of them to experimentally find out the right formulations that deliver the 
optimal performance.  With the development of computer and increasing computational 
power and speed, simulation has become a promising tool for the study of complex 
colloidal and interfacial systems.  In this work we used this powerful tool to simulate the 
packing of greener surfactants to understand how greener surfactant molecules interact 
with each other and how they aggregate into micelles from molecular level.  A coarse-
grained simulation method called dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) was used to 
simulate the micellization processes of a binary greener surfactant mixture system.  The 
two greener surfactants were sugar based surfactant dodecyl maltoside (C12G2) and 
amino acid based surfactant FA-Glu.  The results of the DPD simulations successfully 
predicted the micellar evolution process from spheres to worm-like micelles, and then the 
formation of bicontinuous phase.  The computer simulation also found that when 
different surfactant molecules were mixed together, the synergistic interactions brought 
molecules more closely.  In the case of C12Gly and LAPB system, the synergistic 
interactions (hydrogen bonding and the zigzag packing configurations of molecules) 
reduced the electrostatic repulsion between the two molecules, which led to a reduction 




overlapping each other partially.  The overlapping led to a close packing of surfactant 
molecules.  These results suggested that geometry of molecules and the interactions 
among them play equally important roles in determining the packing of surfactant 
molecules and in turn the packing controls properties and performance of the whole 
system. 
Based on the finding from simulation results, a new formula for effective packing 
parameter of surfactant mixture was proposed.  In this new formula not only the 
geometries of molecules but also the interactions among them were included to calculate 
the effective packing parameters for surfactant mixtures for better prediction of the 
properties and performance of surfactant mixture systems. 
Evidently, the packing of surfactant molecules in their aggregates in bulk solution 
or in the monolayer at air/liquid, liquid/liquid, or liquid/solid interface plays an important 
role in determining the performance of surfactants or their mixtures.  The advance in the 
understanding found in this work on how the geometries and interactions control the 
packing of surfactant molecules helps to further the development of structure, property 
and performance relations of surfactant mixture systems.  The proposed new formula for 
effective packing parameter of surfactant mixtures will provide better predictions and 





Chapter 9 - Future suggestions 
In this work, the interfacial and colloidal properties of novel greener surfactants were 
systematically investigated and the relationships between their structures to the properties 
and performance were explored.  A new model was established and an improved formula 
for effective packing parameter for surfactant mixtures was proposed.  However, the 
topics should be further studied both experimentally and theoretically for further 
understanding of surfactant systems given the diversity and complexity greener 
surfactants and their mixtures are.  The following investigations can be carried out in the 
future for further progress in surfactant science: 
Greener surfactant system 
With increasingly tight regulations on environmental protection, it is necessary to 
discover and implement greener reagents that can address issues such as emissions and 
wastewater control by developing chemicals and technologies using sustainable raw 
materials and minimizing hazards to human exposure and nature upon application of the 
chemicals.  Study of the next generation reagents will be the focus in surfactant science in 
the next decade.  Amino acid based surfactants have huge potential in future applications.  
Given the fact that there are 20 standard amino acids and over 300 naturally occurring 
amino acids or amino acid-like molecules, potentially it is possible to generate more than 
300 distinct amino acid based surfactants or even more if different combinations of amino 
acid groups are incorporated into head groups.  These new molecules could have 
drastically different structures and properties.  The colloidal and interfacial properties of 




direct the design of future formulations. 
 Worm-like micellar systems 
Worm-like micellar systems have dramatically different properties because of the 
elongated micellar structure.  Further quantification of the micellar structure including the 
contour length, entanglement and junctions will be useful to predict the rheological 
behavior of the surfactant solutions, especially in greener surfactant systems where 
current study on the giant micelles of amino acid based surfactants is one of few that can 
be found in literature. 
Further development of packing parameter 
The aggregation of surfactants in solution and at interfaces can be explained from 
the packing parameter point of view.  In this research a new packing parameter was 
proposed.  In this new formula not only the geometries of molecules but also the 
interactions among them were included to calculate the effective packing parameters for 
surfactant mixtures for better predictions of the properties and performance of surfactant 
mixture systems.  As suggested, the synergism induced reduction of area occupied by 
head groups, α, was a function of interaction parameter β.  The mathematical expression 
of this function is still unknown.  Further studies should be made in this direction to find 
out the best expression for fast prediction and guidance on surfactant selection.   
Adsorbed layer of greener surfactant at solid/liquid interface 
Surfactants are widely used in many industries to modify solid/liquid interfacial 
properties.  The adsorption behaviors of amino acid based greener surfactants have not 




groups, further information on the structure of the adsorbed layer is necessary to 
understand the molecular packing at solid/liquid interface, including composition, 
orientation and intermolecular position.  Such information may be obtained using the 
combination of atomic force microscopy, sum frequency vibrational spectroscopy and 
nuclear magnetic resonance.  
Design and screening of greener surfactants by computer simulation and 
genetic engineering 
Because of the vast number of the surfactants that can be produced and complexity 
of their mixtures, it becomes time consuming to examine all the combinations of them to 
experimentally find out the right formulations that deliver the optimal performance.  With 
the development of computer and increasing computational power and speed, simulation 
has become a promising tool for the study of complex colloidal and interfacial systems.  
Genetic engineering also showed its advantages to utilize food waste to produce target 
surfactants with desired structures.  It can be envisioned in the future that artificial 
surfactant molecules with different functional groups can be built in computer 
simulations, and their properties and performance calculated.  Once desired properties 
and performance are found about surfactants with certain structure or surfactant mixtures, 
genetic modifications can be made in microorganism to produce the target surfactant or 
even surfactant mixtures.  In this way, the process to design and develop novel surfactants 
can be reduced, saving time and energy costs of future formulation development. 
These research directions suggested should be performed to obtain a further 
understanding of greener surfactant mixture systems on a holistic level in order to direct 
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